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QUEEN BEVERLY 
I 
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON NOVEMBER 1 1, -1948 
Bev Rasmusson To Rule 
As Homecoming Queen 
DRAMA DEPARTMENT 
'AT G'WCE REVIEWS 
THE PAST' YEAR 
Cain and Knutson Selected As 
Princesses For Event 
Selected by the students of Central Washington College to 
reign as queen of Homecoming festivities for 1948 is Beverly 
Rasmusson, brown-eyed blond , from Montesano. 
Miss Rasmusson, a transfer last year from W.S .C. was offi-
cially crowned last night at a radio show that officially opened' 
Prizes 'To Be Offered 
For Cars Entered In 
Homecoming Parade 
1> Homecoming festivities. She has 
I been active in extra-curricular work both a t the State College and at 
·Central Washington. 
At W.S.C., Miss R asmusson was a 
member of the band, a soph omore 
All automobile, hotrod and heap councilor, social chairman of Sigma 
owners will have a chance to make I Tau Alpha and a member of Pi Beta 
their expensive transportation pay -Phi sorority. At Central she has 
dividends. I been a member and secretary of the 
The Central Washington College 
Drama Department, under the di-
rection of Mr. Norman 'Howell, has 
begun the 1948-1949 year of dra-
mat ic production work, with the un-
dertaking of this fall quarter's play, 
"My Sister Eileen ." This comedy 
in three acts , by Joseph A. Fields 
and Jerome Chodorov, will be J.)l'e-
sented on the evenings of November 
18 and 19 in the College Auditorium 
at 8: 15 p.m. cars may be entered m .the Home~ ·1 band for two years, - a freshm<fn 
Members of the cast include : Bob coming parade to compete for two councilor and a member of Sigma 
Slingland, Peggy Chestnut, Pat Ur- ' cash pnzes of $7.5() and $2.50 do - 1 Tau Alpha. 
I would like to thank all the students of c:;w~ for the great honor dahl , Gene Parsons, Ralph Ruff, nated by OCM. Cars should be on Miss Rasmusson has a triple 
that has been bestowed upon me. I know this will be one of the most Dale Palme Norm n V ell' · . · · h · . 
. memorable events in my school career. I would also like to take this r, ~ . a1: I, 10th Street m back of the gym I mm.01, 111 mu~1c , ome. economics, 
opportunity to welcome the former students, alumin, and visitors, to 'the Tommy. Knudsen, Dwight Green ,_ on Saturday mornmg at 9 :30 for 
1 
and co1:11merc1al educat1011. After 
1948 Homecoming. I Stan Kibbey, Lew Kumetat, Man- the lineup. graduation this year she plans to 
-Beverly Rasmusson iyn Dreher, Joan Brown, Rich;rd \ Cars will be judged on quantity I teac~ kindergar:e~. Anw.ng her 
~ Swanson, Glen Edmison, Al Bu.,by, as well as quality of decorations, hobbies sw1mm111,, 1ates high. 
I t is a pleasure each yea.r to extend Homecoming invitations to Cal S~~. Gael La.Trace, Ray Ross, safe overload of pa§rengers, spirit . .Selected as princesses to reign 
.' ' umni, former students, and friends. You are always welcome to come Bill Boyd, Dave Berg, Jean Clement, contained within :omd load of offen- with Queen Beverly are Evelyn Cain, ~ - · ~d join us in enjoying the occasion. /he whole College extends to you Eugene Swanson, Dave Notaras, junior from Sunnyside and Lorraine 
'· ? hearty .welcome. A large student group and a strong football rival John Eyres, and Eunice Knutson. sive noises. Knutson, a junior from Aberdeen . 
should help m ake t his our largest homecoming. , · Selection of the two winning cars 
Those who have not been back since the war will be interested in The story of the play de<_tls with will be announced with other pa- Miss Cain was the only candidate 
visiting the buildings which have been acquired. They number twelve the drama of two girls who leave rade winners at the football game. with red hair entered and has brown 
and include the Science Building, Boiler Plant, addition to Munson Hall, home, Columbus, Ohio, fn search Everyone should enter their ve- eyes and is 5 feet 4 Inches tall. She 
Carmody Hall, Montgomery Hall, Munro Hall, Alford Hall, Cafeteria of careers in "the big city," New hicle. also has been very active at Cen-
Building, Kennedy Hall, Elwood Hall, the Campus Club, and the Pres- York. · One wants to become a tral, serving as president and treas: 
!den t's Residence. writer, while the other wishes to urer of Kamola Hall. She is also 
Welcome to Homecoming. become an actress. The situation Central Students an active member of Sigma - Tau 
• - ROBERT .E. McCONNELL, President. involves the unusual people and Alpha, A.C.E. and the Wesley Club. 
places of life in New York; life above Invade Tacoma She is taking a remedial major with 
Homecoming means a lot of things to a lot of people.· To Sweecy andi below them-the sidewalks a speech minor. Miss Cain likes to 
alumni particularly it means coming back to familiar campus places, 
seeing similar faces, living again for a few brief moments the life of above and the subways below. Led by a police escort., over 500 dance and watch football games. 
the college we call alma mater. , Production Staff Listed students from Central Washington Miss Knutson is a transfer stu-
We all have ties to various kinds of homes-because we ne.ed them. Fulfilling the duties of the pro- College · last Satur~ay paraded dent from Grays Harbor junior Col-
Which is to say : Homecoming Weekend is a necessa,ry part of every duction staff are Miss Helen through the streets of Tacoma on Iege in Aberdeen. At Grays Harbor 
college season; you need to get 'home' and we who are always here need Michaelsen, Mr. Bert Cross, and the their way to the Homecoming game she was a member of· Tyee, girls 
to see you! _ · following students: Gerhard Dieck- between Central Washington and honorary. Here at central she has 
Now, kill the fatted calf and have fun! mann, Eunice Knutson, Jim Mur- the College of Puget Sound. been active · in F .T .A., Sigma Tau 
-DR. E. E . SAMUELSON. phy, Gene Hanneman, Jim Coder, The parade consisted of -three Alpha and freshman counciling. 
Homecoming Greetings: -------- Tom Grotte, Pat Lane, Pat Hawkin- Greyhound buses at the. head of the Miss Knutson likes to cook and 
To all alumni and former students, a most cordial welcome to the 
biggest Homecoming ii} the history of C.W.C.E. For the past tw oweeks 
books and papers have been put aside, and extra-carricular activities 
have reigned supreme, as students prepared the various events of Home-
coming. May you enjoy yourselves as much as they have enjoyed 
planning and preparing for this most important event of the college year. 
• -Mrs. Annette Hitchcock 
It's good to have you home with us again, Alumni! We know you 
are back for only a short visit-a brief respite from the responsibilities 
of your concerns. Our students have gone all out to make this a happy 
homecoming for you. We want you to enjoy the emotional refueling that 
should come to all of us from such a family reunion. 
Robert G. Fisk 
' 
HOMECOMING PROGRAM 
Thursday, November 11 
7 :30-9 :30 p. m.-Student Stunt Night 
Friday, November · 12 
4:00 to sundown-Greased Pole Contest: Freshmen vs. Sophomores. 
7:30-9:30 p. m.-Stunt Night, College Auditorium 
7 :30-9 :30 p. m.-Games and Dancing, Campus Club 
10:00 -Pep RallY,, Parade and Bonfire 
7:00 a. m. 
9:00 a. m. 
10:00 a. m. 
11:30 a. m. 
12:30 p. m. 
2:00 p. m. 
4 :00 p. m. 
4:00 p. m. 
Saturday, November 13 
-I. K. Breakfast, New York Cafe 
-Alumni Breakfast and Meeting, Webster's' Cafe 
-Parade 
-Kappa Delta Pi Luncheon, Websters Cafe 
-mwood Open House 
-Football; Central vs. Eastern, Rodeo .Field 
"-Sue Lombard Coffee Hour, Sue Lombard 
-Home Economics Club Welcomes Alumni, Home 
Economics Rooms 
4:00 p . m. - Munson Hall Open House, Munson Hall 
4:30-5:30 p. m.-Coffee Hour For Alumni, Dr. McConnell Home 
4:30-5:30 p. m .-Kamola Open House, Kamola Hall 
4:30-5:30 p. m .-Inspection of New Science Building 
6:30-8:00 p. m.-Banquet, Sue· Lombard Hall 
9:00-12:00 p. m.-Dance, Music by Music Makers, New ·Gym. 
1 :30 p. m.-'-Late Leave Ends. 
Sunday, November 14 
9: 00-11 :00 a. m.-'-Herodetean Breakfast, Dr. Mohler residence 
son, Gael La.Trace, Marilyn Adams, procession with about sixty cars, play tennis. She has three minors, 
Laura Berry, Zoe Starkweather, . ranging from new convertibles to recreation, home economics and 
Evelyn Cain, rlrancy Ross, Phyllis Jeeps, spread out for about twelve speech. After graduation she plans 
Dunlap, Janet Nelsen, Betty De- blocks behind the leaders. to teach in the primary grades. 
foe, Jennie Pederson, Everett Lash- All the cars and even the buses 
er, John Lund, Dwight Green, carried streamers and signs ;up- SERPENTINE FRIDAY 
Roxiann Bundy, Darlene Nelsen, porting the Wildcat football team. Larry Lindperg of the Rally Com-
Don Castagna, and John Ball. In Downtown traffic in Tacoma was ·mittee informed the Crier staff that · 
addition, eight Iyoptians will serve brought to a halt as this procession a giant serpentine will be staged 
as ushers. sped through the city. All along through Ellensburg Fliday night to 
To glance back over the 1948 year the highway from Ellensburg to Ta- start off the gigantic CWC-EWC 
of dramatic work, the winter quar- coma signs had been placed to mark Rally. 
ter's production was "Dear Ruth." the route of the Wildcat fans. The serpentine will go down 4th 
The story dealt with an amusing Students from Central who de- and Pearl, wind through the streets 
and entertaining war play. A typi- se~·ve praise for the organization of of town and then proceed back to 
cal returning serviceman, Bill Sea- this caravan are Larry Lindberg, tlJ;e campus and behind the gym to 
wright, a hero in the form of an Doug and John Poage, the Pep the bonfire. 
Air Force "looie," could claim none Rally committee and SGA presi- Support the Catsl---Come to the 
of the nervous disorders associated dent Don Dowie. Rally! ! 
with returning boys. This cassanova 
with little silver mirrors fell in love PRINCESS LQRRAINE 
with a girl he had never seen, Ruth, 
about whom the story is centered. 
She was engaged to a 4F, but, of 
(Continued on Page 16) 
SOPHOMORES ATTENTION 
The freshmen are doing a 
grand job with their .sha.re of 
the homecoming chore. Lets 
not wreck their chances as 
well as ours of having a home-
coming bonfire to be remem-
. bered by setting it off before-
hand. · This would not only 
spoil the homecoming for our-
selves but also for many_ grads 
who plan to be at the mud 
fight and pole climb. 
-Steve Smith 
PRINCESS EVELYN 
.< 
I 
' '· 
2 THE CAMPUS CRIER · · · NOVEMBER I· I, 1948 . 
. . SHIFT IN LIBRARY Munson Hall Welcomes 
Alumni Back To Campus 
·Ah, · Homecoming 
MAY BE BENEFIT Attention Alumni: · Horns tooting, flags waving, 
NOVEM_BER 1 ·1. 1948 . . ' . . . Munson Hall welcomeS you back Crowds of people, hear them shout? 
· · With all sincerity .but with great to Central. We want you to ·know . . strangers ,to the Cl;lP1PUs 
. . . . .. . · . · ·reluctance- I should like to present that · we are, h,olqirtg ,an all school ·1 Al>~ ,Wnaq _t 's a ll , abou,t! . Publ!sh~d _weekly as the official publication of the Student Govern- . to the student body of ... c w c E -a' coffee~houi-d.ance after the H _ "" · · , ·" . ·· · .- · 
· ment Associat10n of Central. Washmgton College of Education, Ellens-. . . . : . . · · · · · . .. . · · : ·· · "' . pme. :. . , · · · ·. " . ·.·· · " . 
burg, Washington. Student subscription included in the Associated suggestion that th.e hbra1y be used copµng ga~e ·~turtil:}y ... .from four· Its ~ome_coming, H:omecommg.! 
student fee. · · . . as " a: p~ce for study and refer- until .5.:30 m qur~lQ~. ·· .. . . Ou . r. Grads.we fete t hii; day! . , 
Subscnption rate . $1:50 per three· quarters. Printed by the Record ence/' ~ . .the latter two terms:. I:. · We W~tUd- like ,you~to;.drop around' ":fis .t~m.\l_ ~or :Fr.osh thru Seniors · 
Pres.s. Ellensburg, Washmgton. Entered as second class matter at the · mean...stutiy .of books .and reference .at tl~~t time, Qr anytime, 1a.nd ·see: To scqrn. th.err books. for -play ! : 
Post Office in E.llensburg. . . ' . . · . . . to material· suggested by p:mfe.ssors. :our new additlon .~,,m~t:.th¢ ofd . ~ .. ·.·" '. ·• · : 
. A.ddress: Editorial O_ffices, Campus Crier, Roo~401, Admi~istrati.on I don't intend to infer tpat it is gang. · ·. . · · .. . ·1 . · Our. fo.otbfiH squ'aq -is i:.el:\dy'. . 
Build.mg, Centr~l Washmgton . Colle_ge of Education,. Ellensburg. Prmt~. noisy all of the time. Morning nnd We _ _can't say. that ':'tlle .ha,ll. ha;sn,:t To scalp t hose .. Cheney Reds! 
.Shop:. -~eCO!.'.d Press, Fourth and· Mam, Ellensburg. Telephone n~ws and afternoon··hours are ruled by uiet- changed-it l).as.....:,so: .come .on· :over No· wqnder. thaJ. the. students .: 
.adve1t1smg, 2-6369. .  . . . . · . . . . . · · q . · and see t.he changes. . ., . .. : . . .. ·' ·• 
. Member _of the Washmgton Intercollegiate Pres,s Association, Asso- ude, and- regulatl! every e~enmg . Make 1t a dat·. .·· : ·. . Are ~ight ::in ,,hearts and h~a,:ds! cmt~d Collegiate. Press. Represented for national atjvert~ing .bY National ~Her each observat ion by the hbr~r- Hall. We ar · e to ~eet .~t MUDSQp · .. ·' · · -
Advert1smg Servw~. Inc., College PubllShers Representative, 420 Madison rnn that there sh9ulcl. be le&s noise, . . t . ,.e .expectJ:Dg_,a ,crowd, ,so .It's I!omecoming, Homecoming! 
Ave., New York City. · ' · the stuqents mamtam .a reverent Jom · he throng at ·.Munson after The day to shout and cheer! 
· Editor-In~Chief moment or two of silence. ·May I ithe game. '.l'hen to. . rest ai:id catch our br~aths 
Toriy Adeline · · . . suggest tha.t .. ·the r~action 18 less Gerhard F ... Di.eckmari.11 ~T~ it. comes around ~ain next yea.r! 
. Associate Editors one of reverence than stunned :mr- Pre,sident Mun~n Ha.il :-Muriel White·. 
Bob Slmgland . Dick Norman prise that anyone should venture 
• Busmess Manager . Gerald Varner · / to challenge the nght t o free speech. 
Special Homecoming Editor... ...... ........................... Myrtle Hatcher I t shoul<;i be reiterated th'.1t one 
Society Editor... ............ , .. , .... ~-- ----- ' ----· -· ··--· -- -- -- ·----Allene Maloney comt. es toth.cotlltehge ·u~obr a ·liberal edu-
s · I A · · M H d R . B ca 10n; a . e rary, a place of pec1a ssistants ............ argaret e strom, ox1ann undy kn led· d · tl · d · d · 
J B D · · ' ow .ge urmg ~e ay is, urmg 
· · ardm. · the evening mysteriously transform-
Sports Reporters .... .. . ........ Art Belcher, Paul Vert, Jerry Houser, e.d into its major . ctassroom, with 
. Dale Palmer, Barbee Nesbitt. instruction in .committee meetings, 
feature Writers . ............ .... ... ] oan Clark, Peggy Whitehead, Ray dating a~d general rendezvousing. 
· · Gulick, Mary Hitchcock. H you find . study necessar.y in the 
News Reporters .............. Shirley Riddle, Ann Belch, Li~ Slater, midst of this stimulating social at-
Norma Symmonds, Chuck Timerman, mosphere, the .c~mpus club can· be 
L St d Cl W d M" · recommended ·p1ghly as a place 
ynn . ran • eo · · · a e, · . inam where your .·extrem:ely unsocial at-
f.sselstme, John Eyres, f:dee ·Sand- titude will not be open to such ob-
. .. be~g. vious scorn and contempt. 
Exchange Editor ............... Rita Jobe In conclusion, I should like to 
Publications Advisor .... ... : . .. ..... ... . . ...... : ....... o.~: .. ;.; .. , .... Berf ·Cross r~commend ·.two .alternative solutions 
· · · · tO this pre~ing pr~blem. . 
WELCOME BACK 
c Welcome back alumni! It is good to see you on .the l . campus · again. We believe that ·the HO'mecoming this 
year will be the best in the history of Homecomings at 
Central. 
. I With Jim Brooks and Phyllis Dunlap in charge, the 
committees have been working hard to make this a success-
ful reunion. This year Central has again had a record en-
rollment. The students have generated more steam and 
energy this year than many in the past. 
Although plans for the Frosh-Soph bonfire have been 
changed because of injuries to last year's participants, the 
fire will go on Friday night. 
The new science building has been completed since you 
were here last year, as has the heating plant and the new 
women's dorm, Kennedy Hall. Perhaps in the future when 
you return to the campus you will be able to inspect the 
new athletic plant, which is still under consideration. 
Activities this year have been planned for the entertain-
ment of the alumni while they are here. If the alumni will 
attend each function designed for their entertainment, the 
students will feel amply repaid. 
A ,program of the Homecoming activities has been 
printed on front page of this issue .for ·th.e benefit of every-
one. 
. The Crier takes .. this . opportunity to welcome back the 
alumni with this special Homecoming. edition. Hello again. 
" STAFF HAS RED FACES 
(1) Reference rooms could be '..n-
staHect at a · nominal .fee in the 
College Inn and the Campus Club. 
(2) Coffee and coke could be dis-
tributed :from th e reference desk 
of the libra;y at regular intervals. 
Pep Rally Committee 
Expresses Thanks 
Tacoma well knows there's '.1 col-
lege in Ellensburg. The College 
Rally Committee knows the students 
of Central a re behind the team and 
school all the way. We, indeed, are 
grateful to every individual who 
participated in the caravan. and I 
C. P . S. game. 
Over 60 cars participated in the 
caravan, all decorated in school col-
ors. Thi;! conduct of the students 
was excellent. 
The Rally . ·committe.e estimated 
about 500 students and 'friends of 
the college attended the game. Mr. 
A. Bert Christians.on presented .the 
band in formations before the ,game 
started, which was well received ·by 
C. P. S. fans .as well as those of 
Central. .· .. 
'It )las indeed .. been well worth : 
while to plan a mass migration, and 
the Rally •Committee wishes :ta thank 
eYery student and faculty .member 
for their fine cooperation. We are 
mo:?t grateful. 
- The Rally .Committee 
After blasting the students last Thursday, members of the 
Crier staff had some pretty sheepish l~oks on their faces Satu_!-
day around noon. Pulling up to the outskirts of Tacoma they 
were confronted by a line of cars about twelve blocks long . 
From a ll appearances a pproximately 50 p er cent of the stu- THEAT!!:R ·PARTIES HELD 
d ents w ere there to invade the C.P.S. campus. Theater parties held a ieatured 
The Crier editoria l sta ff takes this. opportunity to extend their spot on t h.e weekend's agenda with 
apologies to the C e ntra l stude n ts and to urg.e them on to even a successful double attraction .held. 
greater performances this weekend. The Cheney squad will be on Friday night, Nov. 5, and a 
backed by a 500 student rooting section. It is up to Central single on Saturday night. No:v. '6 . 
h I Movies shown at the J irst were "The 
students to outperform them in sc 00 spirit. - Blockheads," starring La urel and 
Once again the Crier editors say, "We are sorry we called H'.1rdy ; plus, "Enter Asene Lupin/' 
you names, but first,""le t's all g o 9ut a nd BEAT CHEN EY." with Ella Raines and Cha-rles Kor-
vin. 
Homecoming Is 
Great Change 
From Early '40's 
·The Homecoming of 1948 is a far 
cry from the I:I_omecomings of four 
or five. years ago.I Those were the 
war years of 1943 and 1944. With 
only six men students in attend-
ance, and no prospect of a football 
game, it might seem that Home-
coming would also be cancelled. Bu t 
the women students realized that a 
custom once shelved ' for the dura-
I The team work shown in practice 
sessions at C.W.C.E. looked good on 
the field Saturday in our game with 
C.P~S. of Tacoma. .. Since this is 
our second loss of a conference 
game, Sweecy is out of it now. The 
game was filled with action, even 
though no score was made until 
the first half of the. last quar ter, 
when C.P .S. scored"the only touch-
down of the game. 
* * * • 
Saturday nigh t, the Music Mak-
er s provided the music for the 
s . G.A. dance given iri the new gym . 
t ion has little ch ance of staging a ni r eturned in spite of tmvel and 
comeback, and they were determ- gasoline restrictions. 
ined not to break the tradition. In 1944 the highlight of. Home-
According to the Campus Crier of coming was a faculty-student base-
1943, Homecoming went forward as ball game in lieu of the traditional 
usual, but on a very small scale. football game. The studen t team 
There were only five floats and no was made up mostly of girls, and 
band, but the students marched in they won the game! Stunt night was 
twos in order to lengthen t he down a performance of very h igh caliber . 
town parade. The Aviation Cadets, So here's to those who helped to 
who had t aken over Kamola Hall, keep the tradition of Homecoming 
h elped out and put on a basketball ;:ilive at C.W.C.E. May the old 
game in the afternoon. ' A banquet Homecoming spirit of '43 a,nd '44 be 
served on army trays completed the with us today and in all future 
~ay A surprising number of alum- Homecomings. 
. EUensb11rg 
Hardwa·re 
411 N. Pearl 
C~ERAL "HARDWARE 
Wilson's Sporting Co~s 
RCA Victor Radios 
Housewares 
Ellensburg 
CAB 
Phone 2-617l 
Odell 
24 Hour Service 
Elton Hotel 
CARD STUNTS . CANcj;LL'ED ... 
The SGA was planning . to . have 
i;ard ,stunts for entertainment at 
the halftime intermission tor the 
Homecoming football game but due 
to unexplamed . diffku'iti~s · , these 
plans hav,e been dropped. · I 
STAR SHOE REPAIR 
_ Best :in Shoe ·Repair 
·New · Shoes arid. Galoshes 
428 N: PlNE 
'. Welcom~· ·Home! 
.. New ,and, :Used :Records 
Used Records ·:._, __ ____ ·, .. : .. ~· .. : ...... ..... ·- ~ ------- 6 - f~r $1.00 
' ' . 
K.ITTIT AS MUSIC 
206 W. 4th Street Phone 2-2376 
.. 
.•. ·-
" .. -~·· ' 
GOOD LUCK 
ANQWIN THE .GAME • 
GIFTS ~ .. "that are sure to please 
For Him ..• 
Agate .. Rfogs .......... _ .... .. ........... ~ ....... .. .. ~ .. .. $4.00 and up 
Agat.e lie- ·Chains.. ... .. .............. : ....... .. ...... $4.80 and up 
Agate Key Ch:3ins.. ......... , ................... $6.00 and · up 
For Her· ..• 
Agate Rings ---~-.... : ......................... ...... $4.00 .:Jnd up 
Brooches ---------- --------·-----,-- ·----·- ..... $4.80 and up 
Pe;ndants ............ ----------------------· ........ $6.00 and up 
Ear Rings ......................................... ......... $6.00 an·d up 
Open Evenings 
Ca-scade. Agate.and Gif.~· Shop. , . 
· ·'Gems .of the Golden West" 
Mr. and Mrs •. James H. Reese . 
5 0 I W est 8th Street Dial 2-3800 
We ,Give More Service 
To Get More Customers 
T h e b est advertisement 1s a w ell-satisfied customer. 
W e give a free cost-estima te; and we do not ~xceed th a t 
·· estimate without your approval. 
( 
Give · us a try. 
DI,CKSON JEWELERS 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
• 
-NOVEMBER 11, 1948 THE CAMPUS CRIER 
HOMECOMING ,CO.VIMITTEE HEADS 
Pictured above are th ose people who have worked 
for several weeks to make Homecoming a successful 
undertaking. Seated: Left to r ight, Jim Brooks, Phylis 
Dunlap, Olga Belzer, Delmar Thompson and George 
Homecoml.ng 'appro~al of the judges, much to the I Informal Dance chagrm of Munson Hall. However , . 
Years Gone By r::e~ra~u~~0sn g~~~ ~~:e~o~:~; Saturday Nite To 
. . h aving the best amateur sign for E d H • g Some people remember Christmas, H . It t d th t the n OmeCOmln 
.some New Years ; some remember _omecommg. . was no e a 
Mama but most of all, I remember girls from Sue Lombard came over Homecoming weekend will be cli-
H me~omin . Who am I you s·ay? under the cover of . darkness and maxed with a huge informal dance 
0 g . took most of our sign ornaments . to be held Saturday night, Novem-
I'm the Campus Crier'. . which speaks very well for itself, ber 13, in the new gym. ; Music will 
In 1928, I was a brg paper, .s~x although the local carpenter's union be provided by the Music Makers 
columns to be sure. J.t . was oig received first place." Even as the and dancing hours are from 9, to 12 
n ews whe.n it was _an.nounced that .Paper this was printed in, I am a o'clock. Alumni, college studen ts, 
the new A.S.B. bmldmg would be little confused. and faculty members are all cor-
ready for use for Homecoming. It 1 was "destined to be one of the most I was sorry to print that the Bell- dially invited to attend this ga a 
popular places on the campus." ingham Vikings ai:d the Wildcats event. ' 
For the benefit of n ew students, this foug_ht to a O-O tie at the Home- The various committees are func-
b ·1a· . c 11 d the new gym commg game. Over a hundred were. tioning under the capable supervi-
m · mg i.s. now .a e · . · · . · present at the banquet Saturday sion of Delmar Thompson, who is 
Stunt mght was a hard fought 1 night. general chairman of the affair. battle with the. Men's Club and the 
Women's Athletic Assn: tylng for This Washington S tate Normal Decorations, directed by Bill 
first .place . . The stunts and a spe- School gets bigger every year. I Gould, will be carried · out -in a red 
cial · movie were .,.shown "a t .. the El- remember the Homecoming of 1935. and silver theme. Six· foot· silver · 
lensburg Theatre. . · ·· That was a lively one! The Wild- letters spelling out "Welcome -
·. . ,. , · cats turned the W.S.C. Frosh back Grads" will be silhouetted against a 
· A . year J}assed, aI];d .fo . arouse in .defeat. Sue· Lombard. was an- red draped-wall' b ackground in the 
school spirit on th,e campus for n ounced winner of stunt nigh t. far end bf the gym. ·silver stars 
Homecoming, the · sophomor~ .'. men They . featured a . wax museum in against red will decorate· the side-
laid down some rules .for their · wee. which ·fa.culty: members were clever- walls. A unique lighting ·effect h as 
brothers. They were_: .- .ly. caricatured. Descriptive poems been extensively planned by Ernie 
1. There shall be no · smoking·· on accompanied the skit. Wennhold, and will consist of a mul-
. t he can1pus. This includes ·the-11),en's A mech anical sign depicting a tiple of colored spotlights playing 
residence and also campus streets. Wildcat furiously clawing a Cougar against reflectors in the ceilirig and 
2. · Freshmen will not be permitted. won the· sign contest for Munson. the silver decorations on the walls. 
to wear ties or any dress-up ap- My memory grows short, as do 
_ parel. the Crier files the n ext few years. 
3. Underclassmen must · address Each year was complete with signs, 
their older brothers to show su- skits, banquets, bonfires, and the 
perior ity by yes, sir and no, sir.• Homecoming game. In 1942, Evelyn 
- 4. No frosµ can associate or t alk Conant, ·Prosser, was elected: queen. 
with any women on the campus. Margaret Cotton was. Homecoming 
(This requirement topped the list chairman. 
for punishment.) The '44 queen was Dorothy John-
5. Freshmen must do any chores ston, with Wanda Pederson taking 
that an upperclassman may desig- the honors in '45. Central and 
nate. Cheney were again rivals in '46 with 
A capacity . crowd is expected to 
at tend. Some 1200 people will at 
one time or another be entertained 
within the limited capacities of the 
gymnasium. The stag line will be 
roped off with intermittent gates 
unto the dance floor. All are asked 
to observe the stag line rope. 
. Don Castagna and Gene Mon - I vets Mailbag 
tague are in charge of the floor show . . . . I A savmgs m msurance premmms for intermission presentation. They , is available to ~orld War II vet-
have planned a variety of numbers ' erans who still are paying their G-I 
which includes dancing and musical insurance premiums on a monthly 
selections; vocals by alumnus Glen basis, Veterans .\dministration said. 
Luening, and songs by the Quartet . Pointing out that approximately 
The well-known Music Makers' 90 per cent of the veternns are pay-
orchestra has been c;btained for the ing premiums on a monthly basis, 
evening's dancing program. Their VA explained that they may receive 
varied arrangements are expected to a 3 per cent, annual discount by 
excell past performances. Dancing· paying their premiums on a quarter-
will be from 9 to 12 o'clock, and the ly, semi-annual or annual. basis. 
girls have been granted a 1 :30 late In addition, the fewer premiums 
leave. due lessens the chance of a policy 
R efreshments on a "serve your-
self" basis are to be arranged on a 
table in one of the corners with two 
huge barrels of cider "predominat-
ing." This committee is headed by 
Marie Nelson and Gael LaTraece. 
Assisting the commit tee chair-
men are Jean Secord, Evelyn Owens, 
Jo Dunlap, Byron "Pete" Peterson, 
Ann Coyle, Eunice Knutson, and 
Tom Millar. 
' The dance is neither a stag nor 
a date affair. 
lapsing. 
Veterans can take advaritage of 
the savings by visting any VA of-
fice or writing to the VA Branch 
Office insurance service, requesting 
the type of premium payment de-
sired. 
A veteran whose eligibility for 
education under the G-I Bill runs · 
·out after he completes at least half 
of a school semester can complete 
the semester at government expense, 
Veterans Administration said. He 
will receive subsistence allowances 
for the remaining period. 
GIRLS 
Do You Want An Escort 
For Homecoming? 
A Willamette sorority says, "A smooth dancer 
sparkling speaker, and congenial companion." 
Reservations 
. Accepted N~w for All Occasions 
Inquire 
Rex Cupid, Room 203 Munson 
(Paid Advertisement) 
The 
Sludenls Shop 
Prim Barber Shop 
HOME OF 
.CUSTOM BUILT 
HAIR CUTS 
Maybe it was because of this harsh Sweecy taking the victory. ' The Sue 
treatment Sue Lombard hall upset Lombard stunt, a takeoff on Frankie 
the predictions and won over the and Johnny took first, Th e fresh-
men's club stunt night. Their stunt man sign won with a picture of 
scene was a cemetery. The audi- Smoe 'sayin g, "So you're Back." 
ence was thoroughly chilled after Jean Adolf was crowned queen. 
WELCOME GRADS 
watching th e dancing skeletons pa- Last year, C.W. was defeated by 
rade across th&. stage. The stunt Cheney. Th e I. K.'s escorted· Betty 
was appropriately titled, "Spare- Jo Partridge to the r egal throne. 
ribs." Not to be forgotten , we de- The Dance Club presented the best 
feated Cheney, 20-7. skit while the Sue sign, a huge wild-
Additional attraction of the '29 · cat head took the judge's eye. The 
Homecoming was a special aeroplane traditional banquet was presided 
trip to Yakima. The charges were over by Dale Troxel. 
$5 . a round trip, an exceedingly low This is the Campus Crier's mem-
r ate. The culminating event was ory of Homecoming. Some pages 
the banquet at Sue Lombard h all. are blank, and some are yellowed 
Clif;ford Samuelson, A.S.B. president with age. Soon, the '48 Homecoming I 
presided, and Professor Steph ens will be only another entry in my 
welcomed the alumni. The college fondest memories. 
orchestra practiced diligently and 
furnished music for the dance. Host 
and hostess chairmen were Scotty 
MacDonald and Nell Stewart. 
The n ext year tha t I remember 
was 1934. Familiar faces, wreathed 
in smiles were evident on all parts 
of the campus. The Music Club, th e 
newest organization on the campus 
walked away with first honors with 
a singing burlesque ,on four of the 
school's honorable profs. Munson 
took second with a takeoff on the 
private life of "Tarzan the Terri-
ble." 
Sue Lombard 's sign won the final 
LOGGERS AID FROSH STUDENTS 
Assisting th e Freshman class in 
gathering material for their bon-
fire ·h as been the Cascade Lumber 
Company. Freshmen students wish 
express their appreciation to Bat 
Taylor ,. superintendent of the Log-
ging divisidn of the Cascade Lum-
ber Company. The company has 
loaned trucks and the use of equip-
ment to the students for gathering 
materials. 
Umpires are paid $2,500 each 
for officiating in a World Series. 
Good Luck 
On the Homecoming Garn~ 
. .. from . .. 
CASEY MUSIC 
Home of Baldwin Pianos 
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CO-CHAIRMEN OF HOMECOMING Frosh.-Soph: Campus Capers on Walnut Street, also. The rough and uneven boards and the step 
have caused more than one :fall. 
Pictured above are the Homecoming chairmen who are ·n direct ch arge 
of Homecoming activities. They are Jim Brooks and Phylis Dunlap. 
' Photo by Ball.) 
H • Th , I binge." This college h as been the omecom1ng en I home of many students, during th e 
A d N Q years of its existence. n ow ver I While here many students formed 30 year Period bonds of per~onal ~riendship which 
have and will exist through the 
By Dr. LOREN D. SPARKS 
I have witnessed Homecoming on 
this campus throughout a period of 
more than a third of a century. In 
the early days Homecoming· took 
place in the spring of the year at 
graduation time. In place of the 
traditional football game a baseball 
game was played. At that time 
t raditional activities appropriate 
graduation and class reunions were 
held. Many of these activities were 
beautiful and well remembered by 
the ' alumni. The traditional "Ivy 
P arade" attracted much favorable 
comment and it is surprising how 
much zest and goodwill centered 
around the old-grad activities. 
In recent years Homecoming has 
taken place during the autumnal 
season. All the activities are cen-
rnred around a major football game 
which is played at the Ellensburg 
Rodeo Field. Many of the activities 
which are carried on during this 
time have become traditional school 
activities. 
The stunt nigh t, bonfire, banquet, 
t he dance and many other activities 
h ave been carried on· through so 
m any years that students returning 
for Homecoming look forward to 
i:eeing and participating in many of 
these events. 
Friday night during Homecoming 
is stunt nigh t. Each organized 
group on the campus prepares a 
£hort skit or stunt· and enters it in 
i he stunt night performance. This 
program usually starts at 8 preced-
ing the rally and bonfire. A pJ.'iZe 
is awarded to the organization which 
submits the best stunt. The theme 
of the stunts vary. Some are in 
h onor of the returning alumni and 
some are built around the football 
game. 
· The building of the frosh bonfire 
cm Thursday evening officially opens 
Homecoming. The bonfire was added 
as an extra feature to Homecoming 
events on November 3, 1933. It was 
started to promote spirit and en-
~husiasm for the traditional foot-
ball . game held on Saturday. I t is 
a contest between the frosh and 
sophomore class. The frosh ·build 
the bonfire on Thursday evening. 
It's their job to keep the sophomores 
from lighting the fire. If the frosh I 
are successful the bonfire is offici-
ally lighted on Friday night. The 
pep rally is held at the bonfire with 
th e yell leaders in charge. 
The traditional banquet is h eld 
after the football game. Those at-
t ending are usually alumni and sen-
iors. The banquet is held in the 
S ue Lombard dining h all. 
The dance takes place Saturday 
evening in the college gymnasium. 
It is an informal dress affair. A 
band furnishes the music with en-
tertainment furnished during inter-
mission. Usually a great n umber of 
the people attending the dance are 
a lumni. . 
years cif existance 
At Homecoming· we renew the 
friendships of old, on th e campus 
where they were made, seeing again 
the familiar surroundings, which 
makes possible the reliving of senti-
ments which mean so much to us. 
Many groups and social organiza-
tions have been established as an 
integral part of college life. These 
organizations enriched social and 
personal living of the . stud.ents who 
were members. Homecoming to 
many students means renewal and 
strengthening of these group bonds. 
- The- alumni have many purposes 
for returning to their former home. 
Alumni return to meet old friends. 
They meet friends whom they pos-
sibly never dreamed of seeing again. 
They wish to return to certain places 
on the campus that hold fond mem-
ories. 
Many groups wish to gather and 
talk over their college da.ys. Every-
one wishes to find out wh at h as hap-
pened to one another since they 
parted. 
Next the alumni wish to visit their 
old eating places, whether it be the 
cafeteria, som~ restaurant down-
town or the school dining hall . They 
all hold many wonderful memories. 
They want to see the ch anges that 
have been made to the dining halls 
- to see if the food is as good as 
ever! 
There are many other things the 
a lmnni want to do and see. For 
them, it's like they were back in 
college again. Alumni return to. 
their former home to repeat the 
many things they did as Sweecy stu-
dents upon this campus. Since they 
left school, there have been many 
changes made. New activities and 
traditions have been started. The 
alumni want to see everything. 
Saturday morning a number of 
breakfasts are given for the tlumni. 
All alumni are urged to attend the 
breakfast of the club they belonged 
to while they were in school. 
', 
1Clash Tomorrow 
Tomorrow is the big day. It is 
a day that the freshmen and the 
rnphomores will remember for a long 
time. It is hoped that they will not 
have quite the same - memories of 
this day that many sophomores 
and upperclassmen have of the one 
last year. 
* * * * 
"A Comedy of Errors," a modern 
farce written by Shakespeare, was 
the film shown in the auditorium 
Saturday night. 
There will soon be some more 
lights along Walnut street for the 
benefit of the girls who must come 
and go 'after dark. 
* * * * 
A new winter sport has been add-
ed to the curricula. For the first 
time, C.W.C'.K offeTs wrestling to 
men on campus. ' the 
A great deal of work and plan- * 
There is talk of moving the po3t 
office to the Campus Club. This 
is a highly controversial proposi.-
tion. Do you think it will be mov-
ed? Time w.ill tell. 
ning has gone into making tomor- t:uggestions have been made that 
row's contest a more decisive one, a light be placed n ear the bridge 
as well as one which, students as 
grads, might ligh t to be reminded of 
in years to come. 
This year a combination mud and , 
greased pole fight will d~cide which I 
class lights the homecoming blaze. · 
An area of ground near the Mil- 1 
waukee Railroad r igh t of way just . 
above the ·gym and practice field I 
has been acquired for this purpose. 
The battle itself will take place 
in a moat of mud surrounding a 
12 foC't greased pole bearing th e 
sophomore colors. Two teams of 
twenty men each will start the bat -
tle at four o'clock. Every ten min-
utes thereafter there will be a break 
in the activity for substitutions. 
Whole teams as well as individuals 
may then be substituted so that a 
maximum of 240 people may take 
part. 
date 
ONE WEEK 
Students 
Special 
ending Nov. 20 
Poses y c u and your friends 
will like 
XMAS SPECIAL 
Mr. Stevens, popular instructor , 
here at Central is to be the official I 
referee with able assistance from i 
other faculty members as well as 
representatives of the W-Club and 
I.K.'s. 
12-31/z x 5 ------ -· -- ------- - --· -- -- ------ · -- - --- -·-- --- - · ! . .... ..... $10.00 
If the freshmen a re able to remove 
the sophomore colors from the top 
of the pole they will be automatically 
delegated to light the fire. J:f not 
the sophomores · will do the honors 
for the day. 
In 1928 Gene Tunney knocked out 
Tom Heeney to successfully defend 
his t itle and then ~·etired undefeated J 
from heavy ranks. 
1-8 x· 10 with book or ultra 
or 
12- 4 x 6 -- ---- --· ---- -- ·-··· ···· ·- ·-- ------- ------ --- ----- ------ ----$12.00 
1-8 x 10 in Easel 
12-5 x 7 with 
1-8 x 10 (2 heads) 
----- --· --- --- ----------- ------------··- -·$18.50 
We will present an oil portrait to 
Homecoming Queen. 
REX TRACY STUDIO 
115 West 8th St. Phone 2-4226 
'. 
Good Luck With the 
Homecoming Game· 
Welcome Home, Gtads 
United Bakery 
"WELCOME . HOME, GRADS" 
SEE US FOR YOUR "FOOTBALL MUM" 
TO WEAR AT THE BIG GAME 
"Wildcats, Beat Those Savages!' 
CAPITAL AVENUE FLORISTS 
I , as an oldtimer on this campus, 
have been greatly impres~;, with 
the value of such activitl'~$;v- I, do 
have certain observations · which 
seem to be appropriate to this sea-
son of the school year. 715 E. Capital Avenue Phone 2"-617 6 FREE DELIVERY SERVICE 
Homecoming . is not just an emo-
t ional ;md hilarious "Hi-jinks"- it 
is something that is much deeper 
a nd broader than an "emotional 
NOVEMBER I I, 194~ 
. BONFIRE CHANGES AS 
SCHOOL GROWS.; ENDS 
IN RIOT LAST YEAR· 
until next year. Maybe we'll have 
at least enough of a brawl to keep 
us warm-to see what happened in 
.1947 read on! 
Riot Results 
1947-Under the direction of fresh- • 
man class president, Bill Shelton, 
· · The bonfire was added as an extra the frosh class planned the biggest 
feature to Homecoming events on bonfire that the CWCE students had 
Nove1:nber 3, 1933. Since then it has ever witnessed. ·Plans were well laid 
been a regular part of th e Home- and all of the material for the fire 
coming· activities at CWCE. It was was brought in without much trouble 
started to promote spirit and enthus- from the upperclassmen. Thursday 
iasm for the traditional game play- evening·, the sophomore and upper-
ed on Saturday. The bonfire was classmen tried to light the frosh 's 
intended to be a contest between bonfire. What started out as good 
the fro h and sophomore classes. clean fun ended as a BRAWL. Dean 
The freshmen were to gather t heil' Fisk -decided to inter vene after four 
material for the bonfire and build it students were sent to the infirmary 
on Thursday. They were t hen sup- with minor injur ie . As the Dean 
posed to guard the bonfire from approached the fire to call a h alt 
Thursday to Friday night after th e to the proceedings, a flare lit on his 
stunts. The job for the sophomores overcoat. Immediately a t ruce was 
was to try and light the fire before called and the fight was declared 
Friday ·n ight. If they didn't succeed over. 
the bonfire was lit by the freshmen Friday night after th e stunts, t he 
on Friday night . The yell leaders students formed a serpentine be-
would then lead the students in hind the bond. They wound their / 
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JUST BEFORE THE · CPS PARADE 
yells. way through the campus to the 
1933-This was the first bonfire /site of the bonfire which was in 
in the history of Central Washing- back of the gymnasium. The fire 
ton College. Because the bonfire I was lighted and the pep rally was 
Shown holding the sign that marked the meeting 
place of th~ Wildcat caravan are four students from 
CWC : Dick Norman , Ruby Gomer, Lynn Strand and ' 
Ilen e Dallas. (Ph oto by Ball.) 
was such a success, the students de- in full swing. It was opened by sev- i F enton; curt.ain acts, Dale Troxel ; j Student night• eliminations were 
cided it should be continued as a era! musical numbers by Mr. Chris- Maskers and Jesters and float, Bill Cable. . held Tuesday night. Tonight anci 
regular part of Homecoming. tianson and .the band. The yell- Gain Prominence Jn j tomonw.v night the ten best ones 
1934--Leo Milanowski headed the leaders led the students in several · Saturday afternoon is our Home- , are to be given. 
committee that put on the pep rally yells before the rally was concluded. Campus Activities coming game with Eastern Wash- I '---· _ _____ _ 
U. of W. took Willamette, in 1925, 
for a score of 108 to 0. All-American 
George Wilson of Washington scored 
at the 1934 frosh bonfire. Under The cheer leaders reported that more The central Washington Maskers ington College of Education, This 
the direction of Kenneth Bowers, pep and spirit and enthusiasm wa.s 
1 
and Jesters Dramatic Honorary game should h ave the earnest sup-
the_ freshme_n were conscientious in displayed at the bonfire than .ever Club, which began. a reorganiza- por t of all those presen t. Remem-
thell' preparmg the fll'e. They haul- had been shown before.. The bon- tion movement last school year , has ber to stand a t. the end of the 
ed load after load of ties and boxes fir~ was also the largest in Cen- gained promjnence among · clubs on game and sing the Alma Mater. 
for the bonfire. It lighted up the tral's history. The flames could be the · campus this quarter. ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=.:::::::::::::=:=::::::::::::::::=j 
surrounding country in fine fash- seen over the top of the gymnas- -u d th 1 d h ' f M t r 
four touchdowns. 
n er e ea ers ip o as e 
ion. ium. Gerhai·d Dieckmann, the club has 
Pep Rally Held Fire Plans Changed built its membership to 31 students. 
1935-The bonfire and pep rally Only by special perm1ss1on from 
was well attended by the students. the Ellensburg Fire Department, F~ll members are those "'.'ho have 
Coach Leo Nicholson and Assistant and Dean Fisk were the freshmen · attamed, througp. -dramat ic work, 
Coach Barto added their bit to the allowed to continue the traditional sufficient points :'l.S required by the 
spirit of the pep rally by each giv- b?nf~re this year. Even then, modi- I club's constitution. P~nts are giv- 1 
ing a short talk. The .yell leaders f1cat10ns have been made. The en for all types of stabe work. 
then led the students in several bonfire isn't to be laid until Friday Understudies is a newly-created I 
/ WELCOME BACK GRADUATES 
OF C. W. C. E. 
"HAVE A GOOD TIME" 
BUTTON JEWELERS 
yells. With the straifis O{ the school afternoon. The sophomores are not' branch of the Maskers and Jesters 
song echoing in the night air, the ·allowed to try and light the fire. and includes those perso~s who ~ave . 
grads, faculty members, and the There will be a contest between the I.jot attained the reqmred pomts, 
students went home to await the big freshmen class and the sophomore but who are working f?r them. 
foot}lall game the next day against class to decide which class gets to l M~t recently adm1tte~ -~ !ull 
Cheney. c Jig_ht the fire. ;<·A 1!1-rge greased pole, stan_dmg, at a formal nutiat1on, ~::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:;:::;:::::;:::;:;::::::::;::;:::;:::;:::;::::::;::;:::;:::;:;:::::;:=:::;:;:::::;:~ 
1936- With Everett Woodward as 'surrounded by 8 .inches of mud, will \were Evelyn . Offield, and John ;: 
freshman class president, the frosh be erected just north of the ath- Garney. ·. . 
bonfire was a big success. The men letic field. The sophomore. colors I Received as understud:es we~·e: 
worked hard and long to make this will fly from the pole at the be- Darlene Nelson, Evelyn Cam, Eumce . 
bonfire the biggest fire yet. The ginning of the contest. ·The frosh Knutson, Kay Sorenson, Betty Part~ j 
yell leaders led the students in yells will have from 4 p .m . Friday after- wood, Grace Cook, Ruby Gome1 ·1 
to encourage the football team on noon unm sundown to scale the 18 Mary Horton, John Mumm, Leo 
HI GRADS! 
t~ _victory against the Bellingham foot pole and take the colors down. Houser, _and J ack_ ~~01:e. . I Have a Whale of a Good Time 
Vikings. • Unle.5s the bonfir.e goes off in a F ollowmg the 1mt1at10n, an m-
1939-Joe Delatur, president of. peaceful manner, this traditional formal coffee hour was held. Mrs. 
the freshman class, laid plans for the part of homecoming will have to be Norman Howell, Donna McCun e, 
1939 Homecoming bonfire. Follow- done away with. and Pyllis Dunlap presided. 
'ing stunt night, the students went The Maskers and Jesters have . 
to the site of the frosh bonfire. Here Becaus.e · of the crowded condition j scheduled a_ full-length play for I 
the annual pep rally was h eld. Music of the old gym at the Wednesday sometune wmter quarter. I 
was furnished by Band Director 'night mixers, there a re two places For Homecoming, the club is 
Cloice E. Meyers and the CWCE now: the gym and th e Campus handling· the in-between curtain 
ba.nd. The cheer leaders led the Club. Although the Campus Club acts at stunt nigh t on a non-com- . 
students in yells. has more "comfort," the gym seems petitve basis with other skits. In I 
1940-Charles Cooke was appoint- to be the most popular as yet. 1 charge of the club's sign is Don I 
ed by Oral Baker, Homecoming 
chairman, to be in charge of the 
pep rally at the bonfire. As custom-
ary, the freshman class was re-
sponsible for the bonfire. The yell 
at Your 1948 . 
Homecoming 
JERROL'S 
One Block West of · Library 
leaders, Betty Fowler , Fritz Dorsy, 
apd Bob Matheson led the students 
in yells. 
1941- Immediately after the stunts 
the frosh-sophomore bonfire was : 
h eld. Accompanying this was a rally · 
led by the yell leaders. Chairman 
for the bonfire was Pete Ashenfelter , 
president of the freshman class. The 
bonfire was a great success . . 
Good Luck On the Homecoming Game 
From the 
Special Permission Given 
1942- It was only by special per-
mission that the frosh were able to 
· have the traditional bonfire. They 
were determined to make it the big-
gest and best bonfire ever witnessd 
at CWCE. Wayne Lawson, social 
chairman for the frosh class was in I 
charge of the bonfire. It was de- ! 
clared -a huge success. 
· During the years 1943, 1944 and 
1945, the ·bonfire wasn't used as 
part of the Homecoming celebra-
tion. This '. was because , of· the war 
and the shortage in enrollment of 
men students . 
1946-'Under the .able leadership .of 
Larry Grant, frosh president; tpe. 
plans for the 1946 frosh · bonfire were 
laid. This:; bonfire . .-promised to be: a 
big event as ;it was the first · bonfire 
h eld since 1942. The frosh expected ' 
trouble from the sophomor.es: .an.d 
upperclassmen, but to . the contrary 
-everything was very peaceful. A 
brave crew· of .six freshmen guarded 
the bonfire Thursday night. ·They 
sat around a· small fire, sang ·and 
drank coffee. · The coffee was served 
frosh consoled himself about the lack 
• 
PLESS & PLESS 
GROCERY I 
Sponsor of all collegef ootball games over the air. 
Come.in .and. g~tacqµainted with the Plesses. 
TRY OUR-FRIENDLY STORE 
Spokane High.W:ay East 8th St. 
Open Daily ... 8 a. m to 8 p. m., Including Sunday 
by the women from. :Kamola. One I 
of action by saying·, "oh · well, wait L--------------------------------...._---------------------------
l' 
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. 
MEET l 'HE NEW CHEERLEADERS · 
. . . . ,. . . ·.,. ·. . 
The new yell leaders selected this year are shown 
in the midst of one of their maneuvers. ;pictured are 
Snuffy Smith and Tommy Knutson iri the back row 
with Louise Petrich and Marilyn Dreher. (Photo by 
Ball.) 
Jenkins, Dreher 
To Head New Yell 
Leaders At CW·CE 
Pep 'club Plans Special 
Events For Homecoming 
As their contribution to Home-
coming, the CWCE Pep Club, un-
der the leadership of President Dot-
Queen Crowned As 
Radio Show Opens 
Homecoming 
· -',;.NOVEMBER .11. 1948 
~crowning :. of,, .Queen .· 'Beverly,, .Ras~. ·. ·! tl]H\ U:D:ETE.·~.N· :BR.EA'KF A:S'I' . · -~ . :' 
misson and her two . lovely · prin· · 
~sses, Lorraine ~nutson and Evelyr . 
Jain. Queen _Be·verly -welcom.e< 
v.erybody to the. 19.48 Homecomin~ 
•nd th,anked them for .the h o1101 
-cstowed upon her . 
During the half~hour. p1:ograrr; 
Jo.chairmen .. Phyllis Dunlap and 
Jim. Brooks explained to. the -un-
knowing Frosh just what was going 
on at "this hya..r Homecomin'." A 
Town Crier distributed his "Hear 
Ye, Hear Ye's" across the ether to 
welcome all the townspeople to .the 
campus for the gala affair. 
T11e Iierodoteans will hold . theii· · 
· nn-;iat ~lu;nni ·b;eakfast' Surictay, 
. .-ov. 14'; from · 9 a. m. t o. 11 .a . m. · 
· 1 . the home · of Dr . . ·Mohler. All · 
present active members ,and a lum ni 
are invited to at tend. P hyllis :) un-
lap, social corrimissicner of the club, 
j ul charge of the atfair. :Or. rmd· 
l.[rs. Mohler are in charge of '"11e 
Jrepara tions. 
. , BALLOTING CONTINUES 
Balloting on the proposed change 
in location of the post office is 
still continuing according to SGA · 
Delmar .Thpmpson ha11dled , the. reports. No returns- were available' 
MC chores and• music was furnished froin Sue ·Lombard and . Kamola 
by that new Swing Band under the I Hall since .their repr.esentatives were 
direction of Mr. Bert· Christianson . no.t . presen t at the Last meeting. 
Welcome, . ·Grads! 
Good Lus:k Team On the Homecoming 
Game 
LUNSTRUM'S PAINT STORE 
Phone 2-5461 · 
· P.aints, Wall-Paper, ·Auto: and 
: Wi~d~w'.G.la~s 
, . 
~12 N~ Pine St. Marilyn Dl'eher and Richard tie Safreed, . will give apples and .CWCE hit th.e airwaves Wednes~ 
"'Snuffy" Jenkins were elected to the sell pompoms to the Central· stu- .day night, when· a · half hour radio 
posts of yell Queen and King, re- dents and Tooting section, at the snow starting at 7:30 ~nd .origina~­
spectively, during a recerit pep as- game Saturqay. ing at the college -aud1tormm·.·offF 
sembly. This past week, the club has been cially .opened: Ho~om!n~ .. ;1948. · , _ ~==~;:;:;:E~~=-===~2-:- ~--::---~::;::-;::;-~--:::;. ::;::;:;;;:;:::;;:::;::;::;~:::!::~==~-
.Assisting them in the role of yell selling rooters hats of red and black .. The- show,: a .. new idea in- Home- · · 
duchess· is Louise Petrich. With the felt with the word "Central" written coming ' programs at CWCE, was 
addition of one member of the th Th h t h d built around an informative· theme OJI em. . ese as · ave ma e . 
group over that of last year there quite a sensation around the cam- . . .. · to ·inform the poor ·.unknow-
are two yello c!ukes assisting in the pus. inf Fr.osl1 just what was going fo 
. cheering. Selected over a large on Friday evening, a game night happen these fc;nir.big days of·Home-
field of candidates were · Tommy will be held at the campus Club .. comin~. · . . . . 
Knudsen and Eddie Legg. Larry The purpose of this evening of ~adio . ~tati9n KXL~ carded the 
Lind'berg, last year's yell King was games will be to provide something I show . wh1cp qpened -~1th two foot-
in charge of the cheer leader as- for student.s to do while stunt nighf i ball pl~yers engaged m _a ·conte.st ~o 
sembly. is held for alumni, faculty, and see which, one could put on a um-
"Central Wasl).ington .h as ; poten- visitors. Th e P ep Club will be ' in- _form-f11;1>t. Mucl).. to the ??nt_estant~ 
tially the finest rooting section in h f 11 embarrassment · the -uruforms· · c arge o a games. t · d t t be ta' " 
_the conference," exclaimed King, . Margaret Oebser of Hoquim, and '.11'ne, ~u . . o _ cer m . -~nmen-
"Snuffy" J enkins, if the st•idents will '. Mary Trotter of P'ort Townsend t10nab,e . items of the opposite sex. 
only band together and support the have been appointed as permanent The climax of the show "'.::ts the 
tei;tm, attend the pep rallies in -large song chairmen to direct songs at 
numbers and yell, yell, yell and yell the central games. Their first 
some more." experience came at the CPS game 
If experience is what is n eeded for last weekend in Tacoma. 
a succ_essful y~ll leading group, this The club is planning a drill team 
one will certamly go places . Queen for games in the n ear future. 
Marilyn hails from South Kitsap ·---·----- -----
High School in Port Orchard, Wash- High School. 
TYPEWRITERS 
Standard 
and 
Portable 
ington, where she served her school Duke Eddie Legg claims as his 
.as cheer leader for thl'ee years. Both- Alma Mater Kittitas Union High 
ell High claims Knudsen as a two- I School where h e served · as cheer 
year leader of their student body. I leader for three yea.rs. 
A trartsfer from Centralia Junior Two years' experience as yell lead- WiLKINS PRINT SHOP 
College where he served as Yell / er is also claimed by Louise Petrich, 
King, "Snuffy" also claims a former 1 duchess . . She hails from Cle Elum 
position of yell leader at Centralia 1 High School. 
510~ . N. Pearl 
GRADS 
When You Come "Home" 
' 
Make the 
Antlers Hotel 
· , Your Headquarters · 1 
· For Meeting and Eating 
-----
6th and Pearl Streets ·· · Phone 2-1477 
. -"? -·, 
NORTHWEST'S PiNEST ., 
o· • e Yakima 
. ~pecializing In 
Chinese and American Foods 
' 
THE 
• 
STEAK HOUSE 
Complete Dinners 
Steaks a Specialty 
8th and Main Sts. Phone 2-63 76 
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GRIDIRO)J' GREATS JERRY HOUSER 
DOMINIC "FRUITPICKER" BORT ED (CRAZY-LEGS) BARTLETT 
Here is one of th e scrappiest guards in the con-
ference. His fire and pepper is unsurpassed on the 
gridiron and as a certain guard from Whitwor th 
states, "L'd rath er block any guard in the conference 
than Bort. He is not just satisfied with knocking you 
down, he h as to step in your face as he passes by." 
T his typifies the feeling Dom h as spread throu~hout 
the Winco league last year as h e was picked for firs t 
string All-Conference guard . 
Off the gridiron this Wapato fruitpicker is a happy-
go-lucky devil-may-care but I don't type of character. 
Hailing from Toledo, Oregon, Ed Bartlett was an 
all-around athlete as a high school student. He earned 
letters in football, basketball, baseball, track and 
boxing. (He also plays ping-pong and pinochle.) On 
the gridiron Ed is a boy who has excessive ability in 
eluding tacklers and will be missed greatly at the right 
halfback spot as future Wildcat teams take to the field. 
Eddie. was a unanimous choice for all-conference 
h onors in 1946 and appears to be on the way to another 
great year. • ,. 
Dom is 25 years old t ips the scales a t 170 pounds, 
stands 5 feet 8 ~nches t all and is playing h is final 
sea.son . 
LEO "THE LION" HAl{E 
W AY NE "AIRSICK" JENSON 
Wayne, who carr ies the firm belief that the good 
Lord intended h e sh ould keep both feet on the good 
old terra ferma, has set himself up this season as a 
h ard running fullback in spite of . the fact airplane 
t rips give him the feeling of utmost insecurity. (His 
eyes twitch , his knees shake, and his heart plays leap-
frog with his Adams apple-but he isn't scared-ask 
h im-he helped th e pilot fly back from Eastern, Ore.) 
However, when Jense gets back to earth he .shows . 
plen ty of drive, fire and spirit in keeping Central in 
the confer ence race. 
Leo Hake, a big rugged Central tackle, who has 
twice been chosen for All-Winco h onors is playing 
his third bang-up Y.ear with the Wildcats this season. · 
Bud, a local boy, played on two high school champion-
ship teams for Ellensburg High school in 1943 and 
1944. He then joined the navy where he played for 
the El Toro Marines in San Diego, California. It was 
with the Marines that Leo picked up a lot of pointers 
from teammates who were college stars and even All-
American selections. 
Leo tips the scales at 200 pounds, stands 6 feet 1 
inch and is 21 years old. Leo said that the toughest 
day of tournout was the first day under Coach Shorty 
Luft when he lost 17 pounds. 
DANNY "ARCHIBALD" IYALL 
J ACK "P.F." HAWKINS 
Coming to Central from Auburn where he played 
four years of rugged football and was all-conference 
high jump champion, Jack "Pash" Hawkins has 
earned the distinction of being one of the toughest 
guards in the Wildcat line. Jack is a sophomore this 
year and h olds promise of being the best guard Central 
will h ave in the next two years. 
Danny "Archibald" Iyall is held in high regard by 
all opposing coaches as a capable quarterback. Danny 
is an exceptional passer and a fine phychologist. He 
rates with the best of the league in that department. 
"Hawk" as h e is called by his friends, is majoring in 
Business Administration a nd hopes 'to go into business 
a fter graduation. He is 19 years old, stands 5 feet 10 
inches tall and weighs 185 pounds. 
Danny hails from Olympia High school where for 
three years he virtually set the Southwest conference 
afire as a fullback . After playing frosh ball at W.S.C. 
where Coaoh Phil Sarboe encouraged him · to play 
quarterback he came to Central and is now finishing 
up his first season of ball. 
Danny is 20 years old, six feet tall and tips the scales 
at 178 pounds. 
HEATINH PLANT HAS 
MANY NEW FEATURES 
I Initiation Held For 
Girls Joining Sigma 
Tau Alpha Honorary 
At formal initiation services held 
in the East room of Kamola Hall 
at 2 :30 p.m. Sunday, October 31, 22 
girls were initiated into Beta Chap-
ter of Sigma Tau Alpha. 
Come over and see Ellensburg's 
show place, Central Washington 
College's million dollar furnace 
room. Come in . the east door, but 
first, take a gander at that modern-
istic facade with the neon ligbts. Officers for the ceremony were 
Beverly Rasmusson, Presiding Of-
Turn right at the end of the hall- ficer; Phyllis Dunlap, Sigma; Es· 
way and climb the stairs to the boil- ther Rector, Tau; Betty Joyce 
er room. Meet G. H. Foote, repre- Byars, Alpha, Helen Olson, Musician; 
sentative for the P. S. Lord Contract- Norma Nelson, Marshal; Delores 
ing Company, here to show the new Krook, Chaplain, and Miss Gladys 
men the operating features of this 
tend the local Rainbow initiation 
November 23. 
Receipts have been officially 
printed for Sigma Tau Alpha, and 
all girls paying their full year's 
dues, $1.50 will receive one. The 
dues are payable by the quarter, 
however, at 50 cents. 
This group, as many ot.ters on 
the campus, is also participating in 
Homecoming activities. Betty Byars 
and ColleeJ;J. Cameron are in charge 
of the skit, Esther Rector and 
Jacqueline White of the float, and 
Maisie Peck, Jacqueline White and 
Lorraine Kuntson of the sign. 
Hunter, adviser . 
.functional heating plant. Looks Girls Form · New Group 
like a refinery at first · glance, but Eastern Star members who 'visitetl 
those huge hulks are .the boilers and were Mrs. Dora Cisseli, Mrs. Lan- At Montg·omery Hal/ 
ove_r here to the left is the mechan- shig, and Mrs. Matthe'W's, _who is There i's "extended" act· 1·vi'ty be-
assistant housemother - of Kamola ical brairi that control's everything. ginning in Kennedy Hall with the 
Behind those submarine like dials .Hall. . formation of "Order of the Five 
and· knobs is th.e automatic, self-re- Those girls initiated were Margie f~et· Eight-Plus." · 
cording Baily Control System. com- Johns, Helen Stover, · Jean. Keeling, 1 
. . :To date, the c ub has recruited 
·. pressed air regulates every. lever -and Dona Stophilbeen, Shirley Keto, some twenty girls among the. ranks 
every valve ·that adjusts the amount Rutli . Peder_son, Lois ·Jean Murphy, of the long and lean, with a few-
of fuel, ·w. at.er and steam load~ Even Lois Tollefson, Donna Richmond, · -
maybe, _ stretching the truth a . lit- 1 
the ashes are. automatiaclly- cleaned Joan Summers, Dorinne Hobbs, Bon- tie to meet the one admission re-
and'' washed. ' • nie Pratt,_. Maisie Peck, Pat John- quirement. 
Water Heated son, Ina Hardman, Joyce Bonathan, The two major p~rposes of tqe 
_ _ . .. ... Jo Dunlap, Barbee- Nesbitt, Rita 1 t d i t · · ·t 
. Walk around .the boilers and' 10ok jobe, Madeline Fitbgerald, Colleen new Y crea e organ za ion ai:~ o 
at _the water softene~·and the pumps. I Cameron, and. Allene Maloney. . exchange clothes and introduce sis-
Notec .how . the exhaust from · the . · . ter members to tall men who prefe~ 
pumps is used to heat the water be- I Jacquelme-_ White, who _ was initi- their women to come ·up to their 
fo_re lt's _fed into, the boilers. Old ·1 ated ~t Epsilon Chapter lo~ated at chins as well as theil' s_tandards. · 
steam men know what .it is to feed Was_hmgton State College, is auto- lt is argued by opponent.5 to the 
·eold · water to a stea:m boiler. Cold matically. a member. . organization that the former · pur-
water will make a boiler mumble _At their regular meetmg Tues~ pose will only lead to hard feelings 
and grqarr and strain at .her rivets. da.r evenu:ig, Nove~~er 2, some form and cases o.f mistaken identity, and 
And · sometimes if the water is low of recreational activity was planned . . that the latter purpose would have 
and there's a big fire, a slug of cold ~uth Pederson was ap_pointed to taken care of itself naturally, any-
water will make a boiler kick out a fm_d out about a possible spla.;h way. 
-flue or maybe· it will just .plain party at the Y. M. C. A., and.Shirley So far the infant order has been 
blast everything · and everybody K~to and Jean ~eeli.n were ap- subjected to cries of undemocratic 
within a .cit bfock of it. But these poi~ted to s~rv~ with Esther Rector, and segregational, but the lengthy. ~ , - social commiss10ner, to plan an ac- l?,ssies maintain their stratospheric boilers are different. ·They re wrong- t· ·t It . , h d th t it . 1 
. te · ivi Y. is ope a wil be composure and continue with plans 
side-out! They. h~ve t_he wa r m- possible to hold a dance. for expansion, membership, that is. 
side of the ·flues with fire all around Another initiation will be held 
them I t· . 
· C 1 8 . 0 T · some .ime m December for the other 
oa m n · op . 1 girls eligible for initiation. It is 
Climb up the ·winding stairs . in 1 hoped that at that time Mrs. Camp-
the far corner past the cinder wash- bell, National Executive will be on 
er, on up to the top. Peek into the hand to grant the chart~r. 
The most western point in the 
United States is Cape, Alva, Wash-
ington. 
-· coal bin and then come out on the Visiting the Ellensbur"' Rainbow 
roof. To the right is the town and Assembly is the current :ctivity. At · She was thrilled, holding 
to th~ left is the Campus. _would the regular meeting, Tuesday eve-
you llke to know how an airplane ning, November 9, Dorinne Hobbs hands in the theater. 
pilot feels in a tail-spin? Lean and Allene Maloney visited, and. 
over a little when you go down many of the members plan to at-
those- winding stairs. Are you drunk? 
Look at the swell office · for the Across the 
chief engineer. Isn't he just wallow- the school 
ing in luxury? Right next to the to it is a 
office: is the- chemical laboratory for · equipment 
testing the boiler water and a myriad serviced. 
hallway is a garage for 
trucks and busses. Next 
shop where the school 
can be overhauled and 
other -things. Wouldn't it make a Here in the basement with the ash-
wonderful kitchen? pits is the water filter, three trans-
Cupboards ··all around -'with a nink. formers for electric power, in the 
in the middle; - bigger than most wire cage; two air-compressors for 
kitchens; .make any wqman envious the ·control boa:r,d that whuurrr imd-
don'.t you ·think? .Straight through ·denly at nervous - persons and the 
is the.-lacker : room where the me_n controls fOr the coal conveyors. Back 
· changec:. to· street . ·clothes. No e-x- in the boiler room for .a -.moment; 
cilse · for not ·keeping clean. and neat notice · there's room for two more 
· on .this job. ' There'ii 'a shower ''and. ):>oilers, just. in case we ·get a ., new 
Inquire 
Rex Cupid, Room 203, 
Munson 
(Paid Adverisement) 
WELCOME-GRADS 
Big Jim Satterlee 
Rough and ready end set. 
Sue Lombard Girls 
Hold House Meeting 
On Nomember 2, Sue Lombard 
held its fourth house meeting. Lee 
Gaviarno called it to order and 
minutes · were read and approved. 
A review of study hours was given 
for the upperclassmen's benefit. 
A discussion was held on a coffee 
hour which would follow the Home-
co_ming game. 
A Good 
Selection · 
to -<;hoose From 
-- WOOL JACKETS . , 
' 
WOOL· SCARFS 
It's Time to Think 
" of Robes 
KEIDEL'S 
The girls decided that they would 
like to keep the ping pong table 
for their own use. 
A WS is donating $25 to supple-
ment their· present kitchen stock. 
A report was given on the SGA 
meeting, by Myrtle Hatcher. Sue 
girls voted that they preferred· to-
have the post office at the Campus 
Clu'b, also to have a Wednesday-
night mixer at Sue. 
• HEY ,. 
STUDENTS 
· Now you can own your · own 
TYPEWRITER 
St~~dard .or P~rtable 
for only $10.00 a month 
KIRKS-OFFICE 
SUPPLY 
Pix Theater Bldg~ 
Her~ in ·Ellensburg 
has a plan that will fit 
your budget. 
They also have a rental and 
repair department for your . 
service. 
Phone 2~2-348 
Welcome, Grads! 
The Chamber of Commerce 
and Rodeo Office 
Antlers Hotel Bldg. 
P. 0. Box 478 
Ellensburg, Washington 
AAA Touring Bureau 
COLLEGE IHH 
Phone 2-1437 
WELCOME STUDENTS -AND 
ALUMNi OF c.w.c.E. 
plenty _ qf hot -water.:!' ... ten story administration ~.~uilding, , , 
I·, . · :. · · 'Shop' luebulecl~.-. ·' · · .. or a; ·bkic.Ic:-square gymnasium~ Ta:Jr,e·. - , 
'< :;." I>OWir:: on" the~ Stteet- '1ev'e'( is ' the' a llist look' in the fire box at those ~ 
:, 'pliitnbiiig:,$hop and"Qtli;.. fn ·the"rodttl roiling-.:writhing . flames; thoroughly 
',. with>ii:n-'of,: the windows .:i& the· car- tamed;··-· They-'re working. for. us now, 
l.~ 
· . : , '.'.~;~ ': . \, 'Ff,,~ Mei; n :; ." _,,,·. 
,< · - --~- K~ E. -CLEANERS· -·.· ~ -
j)enter.: sif op•' ·Pig ~~o~h; . .for.: a : ~ar~e and , t_?at:s the -~ay: it · 'should·, be:. , , 
. :- e:mss '"readi :"m-lik:ing'·:lft:-tiedrciomc set~. i Punctl:otmllY . beauti!ul~ -·wol.ildn~ ,~ 204-_:k" Gt& '· 
. . 
' • ' ~-· . - . 
··" .. ~ · . 
. !'~~--i;;31iL . 
. .. .·_·.:;:.t.· ..... · •.• .• : Offkt_4-::~e ier~.:: is : t11e · paint r~;: i :You say-?··· .Just plain .. -funetiona:lly . 
comple~~ith:.:ventilawrs.: an:d:driers:r:bea.~t_i~Ul:.:. .. , .. __ . ..,. .. ..., .. ·"'"·""""'""""'"""'.._ ....... ..._' ..," ..... _.._........, 
........ 
.... · 
. ' . 
,WILD CA JS 
SAVAGES 
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. :1 * RODEO FIELD 
~ * SAT., NOV. 13. 
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Wildeat and Savage ROster 
Wildcat Football Roster 
Exp. at 
' No. 
11 
PLAYER Pos. Wt . . 
182 
Ht. 
6'0 
Age C.W.C. HOME TOWN 
Ed Bartlett -- - - - -- - - - ----~ --.. -.. --_HB 2 3 2 Toledo, Oregon 
3 Eric Beardsley - -~ --- -- -- -- -- - ---· .LH 
8 Hal Boettcher .................... HB 
24 Dominic Sort ····-··········· ····RG 
69 Bob ' Bonjorni __ _____ : ... ......... RT 
43 Dunc Bo~jorni ···· ·-- ········ ··-··LT 
6 Jim Carmody ......... ....... ... .LH 
Elmer Cherry ....... . : ..... ..... .LH 
5 Don Doran ...... ..... ............ .LH 
I 0 Jack Dorr : ... -............ ... : ..... QB 
2 Harry Drittenbas ···-·····-···· ·-FB 
62 David Duclaw ·····-- ·---·-·· ·· ···LT 
2 I Leo Hake ------------- ------ ······ ··.LT 
23 Jack Hawkins ................ ... .LG 
165 5'9" 23 
I 70 , 5' IO" 24 
170 5'8" 25 
185 5' IO" 22 
179 5'11 Yi " 21 
I 79 6'0" 2 :3 
170 5'7" 23 
1 70 5' 10" 20 
0 
2 
2 
. 0 
2 
0 
175 5'9" 23 2 
1.85 ·6'0" · 18 0 
228 6'1" 18 0 
203 6' 1" 21 2 
5' I 0" 19 
Yakima, Wash. 
Aberdeen, Wasl-i. 
Wapato, Wash. 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
Ellensburg, Wash . 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
Wenatchee, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Dayton, Wash. 
Ephrata, Wash.' 
Kennydale, Wash. 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
Auburn, Wash. 
2 7 Paul Henley ···· ········-···· ·· -------E 
185 
194 6' l" 1 9 0 Sunnyside, Wash. 
14 Danny lyall ....... ................ :QB 1 78 
12 Wayne Jensen ............. .' .... .. FB 190 
20 George Kapral -····· ···-········ ··E 190 
26 Norland King ............. ... .... RG 195 
• 
15 Jim Kontos ··· ··· -···· ·······-· ······C 195 
, 
7 Dale Kruger ···-'····--·········---QB 155 
4 5 Dick Lynch ········--- -······· ·····RE 170 
28 Bob McCullough ·-······· ·------RE 167 
61 Al Meuli ---- -········· ···· ········ ··RH I 70 
9 Lloyd Moffet ······· ·-·····-.-·-·LG 205 
68 Len Oebser ·--··· ··-··· ··············T 200 
1 7 Bob ·Osgood ············· ·-··· ····LG · 190 
2-5 Charles Richardso~ ·· ·-··-····-- ·T ' 220 
6'0" 20 
6' I" 2 7 
6'0" 22 
5'8" , 22 
6'0" 22 
5'7" 18 
6'0" 19 
6' I " 2 I 
5' 1 l " 19 
5'7" 23 
fl 
6'2" 20 
51 7" 24 
6'3" 18 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
2 
10 
0 
0 
3 
0 
86 Chuck Satterlee .................. .. E 195 6'0" 23 0 
I 3 Jim Satterlee .............. ... ....... E 
19 Willard Schooler ··········- ·······E 
16 Ralph Sherwood -··········· ····QB 
S6 LeRoy Shuey ....... ..... ... ..... . RT 
22 Ray Smith ··-·· ·· ······· ·-···-········C 
Frank Svoboda ······· ······----/FB 
200 6' 3" 2 1 I 
165 6'0" 20 
170 
!90 
l70 
190 
6' 1" 
22 
22 
5' 10Yi" ·22 
6'0" .-22 
0 
1 
2 
Bob Thomson ............... . ; . .. RG 202 .6'1" . 023 2 
Olympia, Wash. 
Moline, Ill. 
Roslyn, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Sedro, Woolley, Wash. 
Sunnyside, Wash. 
Hoquiam, Wash. 
Elma, Wash. 
Renton, Wash. 
North Bend, Wash. 
North Bend, Wash. 
Raymond, Wash. 
Selah, Wash. 
Pott Orchard, Wash. 
Seattle,-. Wash. 
.Elma;- Wash. 
Yakima;· WaJJh·. ~ 
Savage Football Roster 
No. Name Age 
l 3 Benish, Roy ----········-······ ········ · 2 3 
79 Benton, Ivan ·············· ·-···---; --- 20 
68 
34 
9 
57 
74 
14 
67 
41 
Brewer, Holt ···········-·············· 2 1 · 
Carleton, Bob ·········· ·······--····· · I 9 
Carleton, Gerald ····--····· ········· 2 I 
Cobb, Don ·········-···· ····-········· 2 3 
• 
Conrad, Ray ········-····-····--······ 2 I . 
Cummings, Roland ·····-····· ····· 2 0 
Doe, Dewey 
/ 
Ernest, Tom 
20 
2 l 
Wt. 
1 75 
195 
160 
l 70 
158 
174 
210 
210 
177 
195 
Ht. Pos. Exp. Home Town 
6' E 0 Spokane 
. 5'1 I" T Spokane 
5' I 0" . B 
5'11" E 
5' 11 " B 
5'8" B 
6'2" c 
5'9" G 
5' 11 " E 
5' 11 " G 
0 Toppenish 
0 Omak 
0 Omak 
2 Spokane 
Davenport 
0 Hoquiam 
2 Longvie~ 
Vancouver 
26 Everman, Jim ········-------··------- 20 180 6' G 0 Kennewick 
I 
30 Gaze, Gene ·····················---···· 20 220 5' 11 " G 0 Castle Rock 
59 Gill, Chuck -··························· l 9 185 6' I " B 2 Vancouver 
6 1 Glazier, Howard -········--···· ····· 1"8 
52 Graves, Dick ·········-----····· ·-······ I 7 
72 Hunt, Pat -··· ·····-··· --·····--·-······ 23 
2 Jamieson, John ......... ··-·········· 
I 
56 Lowe, Joe .. ..................... .. _ ... ,. 
63 Lowther, Bill .............. ..... .' .. . :;. 
65 . Michelson, Mc;rle ······ ······--···:.: 
7 3 Nagel, Carl ········-········-···-------
78 
62 
Pein, Herman 
Perrault, Jean 
7 7 Poffenroth, Bob ··················-· 
66 Raappana, Rip ·······--···-····-······ 
5 5 Rasmussen, Anton ----- --------····· 
64 Rosbach, Don ········--··------------· 
70 Rosbach, Ron -···--· ···· ··-·-····· ··· 
18 
23 
20 
24 
25 
2 0 
23 
2 ! 
20 
23 
2 1 
20 
76 Sheahan, Ray ........ ·--· .... .. .. 23 
7 5 Spence, Don ··········· ----·· ······ ... 2 3 
8 Spreikler, Leo ········-····-·········· 1 8 
58 Thrapp, Bud .............. .... ........ 24 
5 1 Thompson, Bruce ·---·············· 18 
60 · Thor,eson, Don ······· -·· ····-·-· ··-· 19 
71 Underwood, Enos ...... : .. .' ...... ~ . 19 
69 Walter, Ralph ······--····: ___ __ · __ _-:· .. : 19 
l 60 6' B 0 Seattle 
260 6'3" T 0 Cashmere 
2 13 6' T 2 Spokane 
170 
170 
200 
180 
195 
2 12 ' 
170 
2 10 
195 
180 
200 
190 
180 
190 
185 
160 
235 
195 
180 
175 
5' 11" B 
5'8" ' B 
5' 10" G 
5' I 0" B 
6' I" E 
6'2" c 
5' I l II B 
5' 11 " T 
6' B 
5' 11 " E 
5' 11" G 
6' I " T 
0 Opportunity 
2 Longview 
Spokane 
Pasco 
2 Kelso 
Chewelah 
2 Toppenish 
2 Spokane 
Kelso 
Cheney 
2 Chehalis 
. 2 Ch~h~lis 
6'2" E 0 Rosalia 
5' l 0" G 0 Spokane 
5'9" G 0 Chehalis 
5' I 0" B 3 Wenatchee-
6 '2" T 0 · Toppenish 
. 
6'3" T I P ort Orchard 
6' I " B l ,· ~ .. Re.nton 
6' E · · 0 .. Sa1Jdpoint, . I~aho 
-18 
50 
63 Norm ,Va11nelli ............... ... : ... C .': Z l-8 ' 6'1 Yz".: .24 .-: l 
·- 4 - Russ Victor .......... ... ... ,._.;-:.,fB ·' 1"75 ~ -6'0'~ :: 25 " 3 
. Snoqualmie. .. Wash. · , 
Seattle,. .W a11h. 
, ~ "·50 , .. Willging, ·Walter --- - - -- - ---- - -- ~-: ... · ... _ -19-'· ~20·7 , .. -.. ;5~ 1 O" · C ~ O":-· ,. Mos.es ~ Lake 
17° Williams, Dave ··------·--: .. ::._:.:! ·' 20 · · 180 · -5' 11" ." G .. 0 -Seattle 
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Bob 'Bojo' Bonjorni Off-Campus Sponsors , 
Smoker On December I 
Featuring_ ten action filled bouts 
of boxing and wrestling the Off-
Campus Smoker will be held in the 
new gym 8 o'clock Wednesday eve-
ning, December 1. Last spring the 
smoker was such an ove_rwhelming 
success that seating capacity could 
not be provided for all who attended. 
However, this year the Off-Campus 
Men's Club plan a bigger and bet-
ter smoker than ever before. 
WRESTLING TRIALS Winter Sports Group 
CONTINUE WITH NEV./ Organizes At CWCE 
TA~ENT ON HAND 
The second week of wrestling 
turnouts got under way Monday 
with ten new prospects on ti.and. 
With the present turnout and oth-
ers planning to repor t after the 
end of the football season, Coach 
Arthur Hall and assistant Milton 
Kuolt consider the outlook bright 
for Cen tral's first intercollegiate 
wrestling season. 
The Central Winter Sports Club, 
which is n ow being organized on 
th e campus of Cen tral Washington 
College, held its first meeting Thurs-
day, November 4, in the Campus 
Club. • 
Doug Campbell was n'amed chair-
man ur,til an elect ion t akes place 
and the club becomes a full-fledged 
college organization. Don Dowie 
spoke briefiy on the relationship be-
tween the SGA and the various clubs 
Wrestling under the revised in- on th e campus. 
The card of events for the evening 
consists of seven boxing matches 
and three wrestling matches plus 
entertainment by the college male 
quartet midway through the two-
hour show. Jeny Houser, manager 
of the smoker, h as sent out a call for 
all those . .interested in participatfng, 
as the match es are still uncertain 
due to the fact that Houser figures 
to match all fighters as equally as 
possible according to weight, size, 
and ability. 
tercollegiate rules has become an 
extremely popular sport in prac-
t ically every part of the country, 
except perhaps in the Pacific North-
west where many people still know 
very little about it. 
It is reported that several other 
Conference schools are interested in 
the sport ·which should assure some 
much needed competition during the 
regular season which extends from 
January to March. 
Plans were ma.de to r evise and 
moderinze the constitution of the 
old CWCE Ski Club which was form-
ed two years ago. A committee is 
working on a membership pro-
gram. Bob Morris volunteer ed to 
contact the necessary people to ob-
tain practice hills for the skiers . 
Possible sites for ski excursions were 
discussed by the group. 
The smoker , although a college 
function , is open to the public and 
a big crowd is expected. Prices 
are set at 75 cents for adults and 
50 cents for students. 
The group L> tentatively planning 
social events such as dances and 
There is a need for many more movies. 
men in all eight weight classes which 
range from 121 to 175 ·pounds and 
include an unlimited class. There VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS 
Sixty lllinute tackle ready 'for Cheney. 
Eastern Invades Wildcat 
Lair For Annual Tussel 
are as yet no candidates for the 
heavyweig·h t spot. Vetville .......................... 4 Tension Mounts New men turning out are: Bill Munson ........................ 3 
F H • Behler, Jack Kontos, Jim Loucks, I :;u?,rd II ................... : .... 3 Or omeCOmJng Paul Schuller, Bill Stefon~ · Jeb W Club .................... 3 
- Off Campus I ............ 2 
I Jaber, Vern Harmon, Don Drag-A we.lcome back to old grads ls G d M Q G 'ff' Carmody II ................ 2 
., . ness, or on c uee::i, Bob n i!1. . 2 a tradit10n at C. W. C. E. We cail it · Mumo .......................... .. 
"Homecoming" and place it in the i Carmody I .................. 2 
Indian summer of the year. VOLLEYBALL RESULTS I Faculty .......................... 1 
Back to the campus, yellow and The game scores for MIA volley- Vale Hotel .................... 1 
orange with falling lea.res, flock the ball are as follows: Monday, No- Montgomery ................ 1 
students of yesterday, nostalgia in vember 1, Munson beat Alford I Off Campus II ............ 0 
their. hearts · for o!d sights .and old 15-7 and 15-. Carmody I won from Alford I ........................ 0 
sounds. To ~ met with the sup- the Faculty 15-5, 7-15, · 15-5. The 
pressed excitement, the release of "W" Club won from. Carmody I.I by 
tension and . pressure that mark tlre forfeit. 
Coming through with one of their finest p e rforma.hces of the festivities. They . form in .groups to Tuesday, November 2: Off Cam-
year the Central Washington Wildcats found themselves on the exchange gossip and invitations. The pus I over Carmody I , 15-7, 15-11. ELTON 
short e nd of the score last Saturday afternoon as they went down ~~£~0u!a~~l~t~~d -i~:g:~~~~~n~:~: ~~~5~0~n~0~_e1~~ "'1';~or~lu~I ~-:t 
to defeat to the bigger and highly favored C.P.S. Loggers, 6-0. signs of: welcome. the Faculty by foreit. Carmody II 
However, their exhilarating spirit never wavered as they fought The crowning .. of the : ·~Homecom- over Munro-15-5 and 15-9. Off Cam-
righ t down to the wire which found • ing Queen" begins a day of. h. ilarity I pus .II bowe~ to · Montgomery by 
them knocking at the "touchdown 1 E L d f ' . almost unbounded. The band . pa - forfeit. · Vetville over Vale Hotel. 
HOTEL 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
cloor" of C.P .S. in the final seconds " astern . ea S n rades, echoes : of . music follow you . 15-2 ana 15-11. . 
of play. p C l I Se • every\vher~. New students .show off / On Thursday, November 4, all the I 
This week the Cats are sharpen- &St en ra rleS the .. new SCi1;fr1ce Buiiding to · the games were won by forfeit; Alford II 
'Next- Door to . Everything" 
ing· their claws for the Eastern With the thrilling 16_13 win last old grads . . The expanding, growin~ lover Montgo~e~y, Munro over· Vale 
I.ODO 
1.000 
.750 
.750 
.667 
.500 
.500 
.500 
.333 
.250 
.250 
.000 
.000 
Washington Savages .and you can I year the Eastern Washington Sav- campu~,-~· is, p.roudl:\r, · displayed, the I ~otel and Vetv1lle ·over Off Campus 
count on plenty of action for Home- ages have in past encounters a one Kenf'.e'dy Jiall . inspected, the . pomp I~. , .. 
<:oming. Just for the records, .ch~~ey I game l.ead over t11e W!ldca.ts. East- anct ··ceremoriy .. of oHicial - weicome :::;:::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::.:::::::::::::::::; 
has defeated Montana Umversity, ern has won ten, lost nine, and tied ceremonie,i; completed, · stunts and . , , • · • .· . . . . .-
MtontManat._State,,.::L.01.,tWt estern , adnd I three. . ralliets '. arbe te?~erywW'hi'i'.erte, "all bUllding . ~- . .. . . . ·z··. . . ._: ' . . . 
S . ar ms. ..ue a er was e- This year the Cats are aiming up o .w a . . . a . -great climax . 
feated by a score of 60-6. However, their powerful guns at dismantllrtg completes this r~ceptjon ~fWelcome? I. ·'e .. .' .· . co·. m· '€· .. 
C .P.S. swamped th e Savages 22-6. I '.and getting revenge ag·ainst the ·Wllder anc'( highei; gr9.w ' the voice£, . . : .. . · . · ·· · · ~ ' ". . . " 
Central, on the oth.e.r hand, barely Savages. lo.uder, grows the music, ·and h:'appiei· . . .. ". ·· ~ . · ..... . ' 
squeezed by St. Martms 6-0, though Thqse interested . in figures, past anct _happier gro~ the grads'.__then-c 
the following weekend the Wild- records that is, will find below the' TI¢:·G~ME! · •·· '.· ; . ·· - : : ' · 
cats held down a. powerful C.P.S. records for the past years, except ~is 15. What.. evetyone is ' waitil)g-. 
eleven by a much lower comparative for · 1923 and 1926 which are not for, workmg for, shouting for. Rous-~ore than did Abe f>offenoff's boys available. The competition started ing: che~rs; .the red and black, : stu-
from Cheney. in 1921 dents~ dl"un)t · wi'th ' ·excitement, the 
Eastern Washington, wl'iich is al- YEAR.S- Eastern Central band playing:,, ·and .otit on tM field. 
ways a tough team to beat, h as some 1921.. ............................ ...... 0 6 trot ·the ''Wildcats," to be rnet with . 
Hofne 
:: .. 
of the finest backfield stars in the 1922 ....... ........................... .. lO 13 an ovatiQn k:nqwn only -at "Home·-
~ncerence; such as Bud Thrapp, 1924 .................................... 33 6 co~!n_g'.' ti~e.1."Fight, ~e~m, Fight!:' halfback, Rip Raapana, quarter- ~925 .................................... 6 0 .This rn tl.le. c imax,,. this. 1s· the pin~-
back, Dick Glazier, halfback, and 1927 .................................... 7 25 · nacle, the culmination .of the day~ 
"1-Iike" Michaelson, fullback. Cen- 1928 ...................... .............. 7 13 ~ome::om.!l}g anct The ·aame: They 
t ral, however, definitely has one of 1929: ................................. .. 7 7 are synonymous, · 
the best lines in the conference, and f 1930.-.................................... 6 12 
Grads 
if they work as they did against 1931... ................................. 6 7 In 1938 . the middlew'eight title 
C P s Homecoming should be a changed hands when Al Rosiak oi 
· · " 1932 .................................... o 0 Seattle dropped -Freddie Steele of ~u;:::s. Saturday afternoon, as the ~:;::::::: ::: : : : :.:: :: : :::::::: :::::::::: ~ · 1~ Tacoma in first round at Seattle: . 
<:o-eds in the stands yelled, "Hit 1935 .................................... O O 
'em again, hit 'em again, harder, 1936 .................................... 12 6 
harder! " down on the field the 1938 .................................... 18 O 
Central gridiron boys were doing 1938 .................................... 6 o 
~ust that. If the Wildcats hit 'em . 1940 .................................... 14 7 
again and ag·ain this weekend, it's 1941.. .................................. 7 , O 
a sure bet our alumni will leave dear j 1942 ......... ~ .......................... 6 15 
old Sweecy pleased and hail-h earty. 1946 .................................... 6 7 
H ere are a few quotations heard 1947 .................................... 16 13 
in the stands during the game. 
.Let's hear more of these this week 'TOTALS.: ...................... 188 
and Jes'.> boos for our interpretation 
150 
of the officials' opinion. 
Quote: "Yowee, did you ::;ee Mc-
Cullough slice through there and 
Athletic Award Rules 
To Be Enforced 
make that tackle!" "Boy ! Satterlee "Students who have earned ath-
.grabbed two · of those guys and letic letters at other schools should 
knockEd them down the same time." not wear these emblems on their 
" He isn't g·oing anywhere; he just sweaters while at Central," it was 
hit Hake !" By golly, every time stated by Bob McCullough, presi-
For the first time in history Wash-· 
ington won the American flag and· 
took · a world. series, in 1924 (from 
N. Y. Nationals, 4 games to 3) . 
PACKARD BELL 
RADIOS 
tha.t pile get up, Osgood's r ight on dent of the W-Club. 
the bottom!" "That's- the way to go, Students ma.y wear their sweaters·· M6o'Ei. SDA .. . 
:Bojo, hit 'em again." Unquote. with the •stripes showing, but they · . · . . 
These are just a few "of the com- are asked to remove the letters. Lt, KOMPAK Sold in ·1941·at 
men ts peard at the game, to say is hoped that students will co-oper-' ~ . · . ·: , · . . - -
We.will close Saturday., 1:30 to. 4:00 
for the Homecorµing Football Game~ 
Let's Win, Wildcats! 
.. 
• 
' ..... 
,,. - . . ,. . . ~ 
· •, .·• .. :,-.:--'"'· nothing of the fine spfrit showed by ate with this request so that no fur-· .,, , 9-.95 . . Now ·~·5 greater Pf!Sf-
~·r:~;:z~.:z~~. "':,::,:"::.":::"~ ,,,.~ ~;~~~~~;:.{~~~1995 , · ·•· ,~_ .. : .. ,F.-ar._ -~r_.~--·.el· ·_·r .·.. '.,-·,.1 .. _:·._~: ... c_ .: .Iii_::·_ l .. 11. ,-.~in, -~_if··.·:,:_:_S_ ·. ter_- e_·  .\::''.':_ ,· . 
. _1.;... , · .. ::• . . . . ' .. ., !· '(Cleveland·· vs. Brooklyn). second:-._-.~-'"' ,. '~.--!".""-:;,._: , c; "' •... . .. . '!J. 
: .f ~,J:f~,~:~~~~.:E ~:::::::~~,,::.:: :t~~~iitf ~~iii :_·.:; ;_._':_i_•·.-. :.·.-·- ~---·.· ... :.s·'···:.1_·.-N . _•. :!!.:•~:,~.z-~.l~~;:~-·::·-... •.~.·-~·-~·:_ 
· N:Ccarthy, first manager, to ac- to swim the English Channel hi: ''"'''"'·:·'·,··: · 7, ... _ ... .,.:. .. :, .. ·,,·~- . ·-···· .. · . . - -
c:t>mplish foi.1~· straight serie.s · wh1s. 1921.. . ... , >:.< . ,., . . . ,. ' ~· .· ~ ...... ,,·;·,,_ .. ,. -'· ;;_.:~:"._:.,>.·: ... ,.·.:·:,_~-,;- "•:;;·~-., ,;,;,;· .?· 
• J' ... .... ~ ., .,. '· ·:-:.- ~.1~· "''·_, .,.:.~~ ~'· "'"'.i''!<<·.,,,,~ >;:;·:•:.-- k'.'. ~;:;.~ -~ ··7 .'~"';: ·' .,.,. ... ~-. .~""=:-~(:... ~ , 
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Central Nosed Out ·:By CPS . 
In Hard f ough·t .Game • 
·•- "We won, but why didn't someone tell us how tough they 
were? '' was the trend of conversations heard among CPS foot· 
ball players and rooters after their league leading team- subdued 
a snarling Central Washington Wildca t, 6-0, Sa turday afterno?n, 
in Tacoma. 
Played before a Logger homecoming crowd of 7,000 fans 
the contest was a see-saw affair all i>·------------- --
,e!ihe way except for the lone scoring streaks of bad luck possible for a 
thrust of the game when midway back to have, Jack Dorr, stocky Gen-
in the fourth period, Logger tail- tral safi>tyman ran his string of 
back Bob Robbins, broke through called back touchdowns to six. Early 
for a 19-yard trek to paydirt. in the first period the speedy half-
Pass Sets Stage back took a lateral from Ed Bart-
lett and raced 54 yards into the end 
zone only to have the play called 
back because the officials ruled that 
Bartlett had been stopped before he 
threw the lateral. 
A Joe Hedges to Buster Brouillet 
pass set the stage for a CPS touch-
down in the fourth quarter which 
'm·oved -to be the only score in a 
game which was fast approaching a 
scoreless deadlock. After Central Cats Win Toss 
Halfback Jim Carmcdy booted from The Wildcats won the toss and 
his own 10 yard line the Logger after receiving the opening kickoff 
march began . Mel Ligh t returned were forced to kick on foui;th down 
carmody's kick 14 yards to the from their own 34. The Loggers 
Wildcat 41. Bob Robbins went off punted back and the Cats . worked 
tackle for 9 and·Len Kala.pus made the ball from their own 37 to the 
- ·· it a first down on the 31. At this CPS 36 running up two ffrst down 
point the Cat defense stiffened and 'Jefore they were fol"ced to kic~. 
after two sweeps at each end and 3vc~0oda punted the ball out on the 
an offside p.enalty had set them CPS 10 a'nd the Loggers found them-
back to the 41 Central supporters re- selves deep in their own territory 
laxed a bit. With third down and until late in the period Kalapus 
20 to go, Joe Hedges completed a handed Light the ball on the an-
• <pass to Buster Brouillet good enough f!ient Statue -of Liberty play good 
to net the Loggers a first down on '.or 30 yards from the CPS 35 to Cen-
the Cat 20 yard line and two plays tral's 35. 
later Robbins scampered 19 yards for Opening up in the second quart.er 
the game's only score. Warren CPS moved to the Cat 14 where they 
Woods attempted conversion kick '.ost possession of the ball on an in-
was wide to the right. ;omplete fourth down pass which 
Cats Threaten vas caught but had been illegally 
;ouched by two offensive player,s. 
4- Still fighting, the Cats made their Jim Carmody took Central out of 
most serious threat 'of the day when the hole with a beautiful kick which 
a pass interference gave them a went out on the CPS 36. 
first down on the Logi,;er 16 yard The Loggers looked like they were 
line with only a minute and 15 sec- on the move again after Light com-
onds remaining in the game. A pleted a pass to Robbins and Ligh t 
long pass from Don Doran to Jim ::mlled a quarterback sneak rolling 
• Satterlee was ruled complete by the them to Central's 45. But Jim Sat-
fficials when Satterlee was knocked 
terlee singlehandedly stopped the 
down by defenders. Eric Beardsley :!rive by throwing Kalapus for a 13 
drove for one yard to the 15 and vard loss on the Logger 42, the big 
the ·threat was stopped a moment Cat end knocked down the handoff 
later wh en Len Kalapus intei·cepted man and went over him to get the 
a Carmody pass on the 2 yard line. ball carrieA' for one of the outstand-
. Playing the toughest opposition ing' defensive plays of the day. Cen-
they have faced all season the Wild- tral ran up a first down and punted 
tats turned in probably their best back to the Loggers. game of the season even though it 
was a losing effort. Central's for- Kontos Intercepts 
ward wall was particularly oustand- Mel Light flipped a 2ii yard aerial 
ing, outchargihg the bigger CPS to Dick Brown and the Loggers were 
forwards consistently and forcing on · the move again only 32 yards 
the Loggers 'to take to the air fo from paydirt with 2 minutes of play 
order to gain yardage. remaining in the h alf. Big Jim 
-t The aerial route was 'the main Kontos, Central center reached high 
difference between the two clubs and intercepted Light's next pass 
with the Loggers consistently capi- and plowed to the CPS 49. An in-
. talizing on Light, Kala.pus and complete pass, line buck, short oass 
Hedges tosses to move against the good for 5 yards and a long in1;vrh-
Wildcats. CPS completed 5 flips plete pass to the end zone gave 
ous of 14 trys and although this isn't CPS the ball on downs as Central 
an imposing passing average those made a desperate attempt to dent 
..pass completions seemed to come scoring territory in the waning :;;ec-
when they were needed most, par- onds of the half. Bob Bonjorni, 
ticularly the 21 yarder from Hedges Central tackle went through CPS 
to Brouilett, when it was third down blockers and threw Burt Ross for a 
and . 20 for a first down, which set 15 yard loss and one play later the 
up their score. h alf entled. 
Dorr Scores Again Both clubs made brief thrusts into 
Still h aving one of the toughest . enemy territory in the third quar-
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I ;2r ·but neither seriously threatened EYER GREEN LEAGUE TOUGH l\'IIA VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE 
!though J ack Jensen saved what The Evergreen League is rated as Monday, Nov. rn: 8:p: 
'/OUld have been a cinch touch- the "Little P acific Coast League" "W" Club vs. Munro ..................... . 1 
own when he threw Buster Brouil- «mong many syports writers. It h as Carmody I, vs. Off Campus II ....... . 2 
ett out of bounds on the Cat 42 aftm· won 14 out of 18 games played Alford I vs Vet.ville ............. 3 
.he husky back had scampered 34 'a.gain.st teams in oth er leagues. I Tuesday, Nov. 16, 7 :15: 
ards. Earlier in the period Jack Some of the teams which the Alford II vs. Off Campus II ............ 1 
·arr~ Crn tral rnfe ryman and one of Evergreen League has encountered "W" Club vs. Vetvllle .. Z 
the games outstanding backs, stole a ·are. leading their league. It has Carmody I vs. Vale ........................... 3 
. .mg Logger pass on the .Central 15 been much easier to beat a non-con - i 8:15: 
and behind excellent interference ference member than a league con- . Alford \ vs. Mon tgomery ................ 1 
and . nifty n,mning on his part raced tender. I Off Campus I vs. Carmody 11 ............ 2 
to the Cat 44: Munson vs. Faculty ........................ 3 
·After their scoring thrust in the Oregon took the division, and Thursday, Nov. 18, 8:15 : 
final canto the Logger backs con- playoff, to win basketball confer- Off Campus I vs . Vale .................... 1 
fined their' maneuvers to t ime con- :nee. Took Cal. two straight in finals 1 Munson vs. Montgomery ................ :? 
su!'ning line plays and when Oen- m 1939. . Faculty vs. Carmody II .................... 3 
tral's bid in the final second failed, 
CPS retained possession of the ball 
until the final gun. 
Players Praised 
Drawing special plaudits ·from 
coaches and fans alike were both 
Central ends, Satterlee and McCul-
lough. Bob Osgood and Bob Bon-
jorni drew praise _fo1: yceman serv-
ice in the center of the Wildcat line. 
Russ Victor was outstand\ng on de-
fense in the Central backfield and 
Jack Dorr, Wayne Jensen, Jim Car-
mody, and Don Doran must be men-
tioned as should the entire Wildcat 
club, their work left. little to be de-
sired from anyone and without tak-
'.ng anything away from the Log-
5ers who should walk on in to the 
~hampionship, ·Central could have 
very easily came home with a tie or 
.vin had situations broke their way 
Jnce or twice. 
Len Kalapus and Mel Light were 
outstanding in the Logger backfield 
as were Dick Brown end and P ond 
at tackle. ' 
·c en tral came out of the contest 
without any serious injuries and will 
probably be at .top strength for the 
Homecoming battle with Eastern, 
3aturday. 
All time r ecord for majors : Cleve-
and vs. Boston , fifth inning, every 
Cleveland batter hit safely and 
>cored a run in the same inning. 
rhis was in 1908. 
;1,'' 
GIRLS!-
Have tpe Gene ·Mayer's 
web around you! ·These 
stylish sweaters are made 
by the deft fingers of our 
own CWCE ex-Cupid. 
Satisfoction guaranteed or 
a FREE Clate will be ar-
ranged. 
(Paid Adverisement) 
Welcome Home, Grads 
Sock 'Em Wildcats 
• 
JACK CAHOON ~10TORS 
STUDEBAKER 
· Regardless of Make of Your Car You Will 
Like Our Service 
604 W. Eighth Dial 2.-681 I 
Co You Wildcats! 
IT'S 
FOR. 
Sporling Goods 
and Cycle Shop 
•Aero. From Penne7'1" 
Spalding Basketba ll Equip-
ment 
• Shoes 
TO THE ALUMNI OF CWCE e Basketballs 
I 
-{ 
Have Fun 
And Remember Our Special 
Cleaning and Delivery Service 
HOLLYWOOD CLEANERS 
Phone 2-640 I 109 West 5th 
Top Grade Gym Equipment 
• "P-F" and "Keds" 
Shoes 
• Gym Trunks 
• Sweat Sox, Shirts and 
Pants 
The Best In Skiing Equipment 
e Skis, Poles, Bindings 
• Boots--Men's, Women's 
• Jackets, Pants, Gloves-
• Skis Ready For Rent 
e Waxes 
WELCOME, GRADS 
i ! 
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WILDCATS PLAYING FINAL GAME 
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r 
A G d R II I The ocelot is the m ost beautifully ra eca s marked of all cats. Its fur is soft 
"Ah,yes, that calls to mind t h e time and m arked with black spots and 
Us guys was having a i"iing stripes against a tawny background. 
Out at th e East Library, • No two are ever a like. 
Now th at was the darndest thing. 
When the San Francisco '49ers of 
"Of course we didn't do it much 
We studied most of the t ime 
At least we studied on the nights 
When we couldn't raise the dime. 
"'Now what was I about to say? 
Oh yeah, I was gonna tell 
·the All-America Conference dumped 
the New•York football Yankees 41-0 
this season, it was t he first shutout 
the Yankees h ad suffered since early 
1946. 
About that time some years ago 
Things were going like H-. 
About 13,00:l companies in .t he 
/ ~ States produce oil. ~~ 
"The things had just got going good 
The place was jumpil'!'g' high 
And up on the table shouting like 
m ad 
Was good old 'Slaughterhouse' Fry." 
"Now Slaughterhouse was a footbail 
star · I 
Afraid of neither man nor beast 
1 
But just as the party hit the peak 1 
In' walked Coach McDie~. 
"Old Slaughter quailed and tried to 
hide 
Beneath the table top 
But -'Eagle' McWiest saw him there . 
And h ollered loudly, 'Stop.' J 
"The noise stopped and no one I 
breathed 
Not a soul could even run 
After a pause the verdict came, 
'Hey Bill! Will y'ou draw me one? 
Welcome 
Alumni 
from 
Seven of the men who will be playing their last 
games in a ewe uniform are pictured above. From 
left t.o ~ight, kneeling: _Jack Dorr, Bob Osgood and 
"Yes those were t!';e days when 
Dominic Bort. Standing: Bob McCullough,· Wayne men were men Ostrander 
EIG.HT MEN ,TO TAKE 
FIELD FOR FINAL 
TIME ~GAINST EWCE 
This paturdays game will be the 
last time t hat several of the seniors 
on the team will be seen fighting 
for Central on the Rodeo Field. 
These gridsters are: Bob Osgood, 
Dominic Bort, Bob McCullough, 
·w ayne Jensen, Ralph Sherwood, Ed 
Bartlett, Russ Victo1' and Jack Dorr. 
Many returning alumni will re-
m ember t h ese boys in the past years 
fighting for Red and Black. All h ave 
brought honor to Central ahd agony 
to the teams which have run up 
against them. 
Each player has distinguish ed 
himself in his own line.. Starting 
with the boys in the for ward wall, 
who take the brunt of the punish-
ment for a full 60 minutes, .there is 
Captain Bob Osgood, Dominic Bort 
and Bob McCullough . Osgood, all-
conference for two years and very 
good prospect for this year , has been 
holding up the left s ide of the line 
for four years. Bort h as held down 
right guard for three years and was 
a ll-conference guard last year. Mc-
Culloagh has been flagging down 
passes for Central fo1; four years 
and h as earn ed himself great respect 
for his defensive game. 
Five Backs Listed 
'i'he hard charging backfield is 
represented by Wayn e J ensen, Ralph 
Sherwood, Ed Bar tlett, Russ Victor 
and J ack Dorr. Jensen has dis-
t inguished himself as a hard driv-
ing fullback and t his is his fourth 
year of varsity ba ll. Sherwood's pass-
ing has been a disheartening part 
of the Wildcats offense as far as 
' their opponents are concerned. Vic-
t or will play defensive quarterback 
this Saturday and do a good job of 
i t, as h e has done a ll year. Dorr 
has made himself known as the· man 
who crossed the g oal line six times 
but h as only ont touchdown ,to his 
credit. "Hard-Luck" Dorr .plays left 
half and has been Central's chief 
nm back man. Ed Bartlett the Wild-
cat veteran half has been one of 
the spark-plugs in the Ca t's back-
field. 
Bob Osgood is captain of the team 
and this is his fourth year of play-
ing bal·l for Central. He is from 
Elma, Washington, has been elected 
an-conference guard for two years, 
1942 and 1947, and has good chances 
of m aking it this year. He intends 
to teach industria l art and hopes to 
coach when he graduates. 
Concerning. this weeks game 
!Osgood sa.ys,, "Cheney has always 
been our toughest opponent as a 
competitive team. They have one 
of the top ball clubs in the Ever-
green Lea.gue and we can expect 
a roug·h game with plenty of 
action. I think Cheney will know 
they have played a ball game 
when we a.re throµgh." 
Bort To Assist 
Dominic Bort was ' elected a-11-
conference guard last year and has 
played three years of ball for 
Jensen, Ed Bartlett and Russ Victor. (Ph9to by Ball.) And the women were darn glad of it . 
-
·~~~~~~~~~~-
Central and one year at W.S.C. He 
is fi·om Wapato. He also stai·s in 
basketball. Bort will be here - next 
year and will help as an assistant 
coach in football. 
I He said, "I've played three yea~s 
of ball with Osgood an<l the boys 
and you'll always find them a 
great bunch of fellows with a lot 
of fire ancl fight. That's why 
we have won more games than 
we have lost. I hope when I am · 
coaching '1 have as swell a bunch 
of fellows to coach as I have 
had to play ball with." 
/i Seattle boy, Bob-McCullough is 
playing his third year of . varsity 
ba ll. He is th'e fastest enct· oril 'the 
club and a defensive demon. In high 
school he was "an all-city player. He 
also stars • in baseball. After he 
graduates he hopes to coach on the 
coast. 
McCullough said, "Central has 
had excellent backing this year 
-the students, town antl alumni. 
In this coming ball game, your 
su1}po1·t will be a major factor 
in the outcome. Give the ba ll 
club t,he same backing you have 
shown through qut the season 
and regardless of the outcome 
you'll be proud of them." 
Dorr Speedy !\'Ian 
A fa st hard -running back is J ack 
Dorr who ha ils from Dayton, Wash-
ington. Rated as one of t he fastest 
men on the team and he is also one 
of the mos t unlucky. It is .believed 
that he has made more touchdowns 
that hasn't count~d than anyone 
in t h e Evergreen Leag·ue. This is 
Dorr's third year of playing ball for 
th e Red and Black. ·He has played· 
quarterback but was converted this 
year into a h alf-back. He is a lso a 
top n otch track man. After gTadua-
~ionhe hopes to coach and teach. 
He said, "Football is a great 
sport a nd it takes a great bunch 
of fellows to play it, and I be-
lieve we have those fellows at 
Central. We have a grea't school 
and I wish it all kinds of luck 
in the future." 
Victor Everywhere 
The man who has played all posi-
t ions in the backfield and n ow 
plays defensive quarterback is Russ 
Victor. This is his fourth year of 
playing ball . for Central. He came 
from Seattle. He is one of the boys 
who very seldom get t h e ball and 
make a touchdown, but. one who 
stops the other team from making 
touchdowns. He is the Cat's pass 
interception specialist.. Victor is a 
business economics major and will 
go into business but hopes to teach 
in some school part time. 
"We are the underdogs," expiain-
ed Victor, "but with this spirit and 
gameness of out team we will give 
the grads a game they won't be 
ashamed of." 
"Since I've been· here," contiriUed 
Victor, "this school has developed 
from a small school to a large in-
stitution. It's good to see that its 
education program and all others 
h ave been extended. I, am sure it 
will continue to grow and prosper 
in the future years." 
ing his fourth year of ball for 
Central. He is a rugged ball carrier 
with plenty of that drive that is 
needed to carry ,him through those 
heavier lines. He made all-confer-
el1ce in the Wildcat's championship 
team in 1946. He comes from Toleo,. 
Oregon. When he leaves here he 
hopes to coach on the west coast 
and teach P. E. 
"I am sorry ~o see this is my 
last year," 'said Bartlett, "but we 
' shall all be out there doing our 
darndest for you. It's going to be 
'hard for us to be beaten on our 
own ·Homecoming. I think the 
school spirit is very good; we have 
good cheer leaders and the stu.: 
dents are backing the team, which 
helps 100 per cent." 
Jensen Three Year Man 
The man who has come a long 
way from home to play ball for 
Centra l for these past three yeai·s 
is Wayne J ensen. He comes from 
Moline, Ill. He is a hard smashing 
fullback t h a t takes th e brunt of the 
pu_nishment when he enters\ the 
line. He hopes to teach and coach 
footba.Il on the coast after gradua -
tion. 
Jensen said, "Playing football at 
Central has been swell and the 
coaching staff has been excellent. 
, I 'll be proud· to be an a lumni.'' 
Ralph Sherwood played end last 
year and . this year is throwing 
passes from the quarterback posi-
tion. He has earned · t~'? letters in 
baseball and holds down shortstop 
position. He is from Selah, Wash-
ington. 
After 'graduating he would like 
to give pro baseball a whirl. 
"I think," said . Sherwood, "That' 
if we really have the fire and 
hustle, which r;.eans a lot in foot-
ball, we can lick the Savages. 
Cheney has a lways been a rival 
and will be all out for this game, 
especially after we came so close 
to beating C.P.S. \Ve have a very 
good team, a lot better than the 
scores seems to indicate." 
Cross-,~oimtry 
Race Is Feature · 
A new feature will be added to 
Homecoming this year, a cross-coun-
try race sponsored by the Intra-
Mural Sports Association. Those 
participating will be members of the 
cross-country P. E. class and the 
winner will be a.warded with a rib-
i 
bon designating the event. Gene 
Prater and Henry Baumgart were 
appointed chairmen Of the race "last I 
week at the Intra Mural meeting. 
Other points discussed at the meet-
ing· were volleyb;tll, tennis and bad~ 
niinton. It was decided that -a sin-
gle round robin will be played in l 
volleyball and then the top six teams 1 
will enter in a playoff tournament. I! 
The winner of the playoff will receive 
one hundred bonus points and second 
1 place fifty points. 
T ennis and badminton will not be 
included in the Nicholson Trophy i 
When every man placed h is honor 
high , 
With only his beer above it. 
"Did I tell you about the poker 
hand 
Oh, you've got to go, you say, 
Well we'll talk some more a year 
from now 
About the school of another day. 
The water area of the United 
States, exclusive of the Great Lakes, 
is 45,269 squar e. 
Drug C~. 
Drugs and 
Fountain Service 
Darigoid Ice Cream 
There's No Ice Crea.m That Beats 
Darigold Ice Cream 
• 
Cheddar Cheese ... Fresh Churned Butter 
- , 
Kittitas County Dairymen's Ass'n. 
Dairy Products Are Body Builders 
WELCOME, ALUMNI 
from 
. "' 
GOEHNER STUDIO 
Good ·Luck On the 
Homecoming Game 
After the Game, 
for Hot Sandwiches and Hot Chili 
Come to 
ALLENS 
THIRD AND· ANDERSON 
Straight Down from _the Acl Building 
OPEN DAILY - 12 NOON TO lJ P. M: 
I< 
,,,.! 
Ed Bartlett a family ma-n is play- race. 1 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 
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' MILLER AND SEMON FOOTBALL IS .MORE 
THAN JUST A GA1ME 
TO SPORTS FANS 
love for his college and his interest 
in the man!~ sport of football is 
well known to his Classmates. Grant 
me the r ight to request that the 
boy's dea th should not be used to 
Trainer and Manager 
Often Work Extra 
H9urs Wi.thout Credit 
defeat the most cherished object of The room adjacent to the locker 
hi.s life. I know, for I am his rooms is. quite an important place 
Mother." / As the leaves of autumn slowly . . I for injured players. A ci·y of pain 
drop to the frozen ea.rth, it is i1ot ! Football Is Wor k · is a frequent occurrence for the 
at all uncommon to turn our minds Yes, football is much more than I . . . , . . 
to the . manly art of football. But the average spectator observes from . room rs the •t ramer s .?ff1c.:, Bill 
first, before we go on, do we know his seat in the covered grandstand. Semon: comm~nly called . Doc cares 
what {ootball is and why men and It is u~ose grueling days of turnout for mmor. m3ur:es of all athletic 
boys th roughout the nation take in all kinds of weather. It is the players. Bill works about four hours 
to this bruising sport like ducks studying of plays while your class- ~ver\, day a_nd rs on call_ at all time. 
take to water.? I mates are studying for the tests you l . Doc received hrs. trammg while 
r,.. 
i 
· · · · · I • · · m· the Navy and m the football 
I To the d1ct10nanes football is a also have LO pa.ss m order to stay 1. . t t· U . ·t f W 1 · . . . . . c mrc a ne mversr y o as 1-game and to the Monday mornin<>· el!grble. It is the JOYS and drsap- . t Tl . 't . 
. . ~ . . ing on. 1ere isn any pay 111-
quarterbacks it spells heroism pub- pomtments of the makmg the star t- 1 d . t B" ll t l t . . . 
. ' . . . vo ve ou i says 1e rammg rs licity, and personal recognition but mg lmeups or the travelmg squad. 11 t t t 1 . f 1 . 
. . ' . . . , an exce en asse o 11m or 11s 
I like to thmk of football as a love, It rs the time and effort you put mco I future which is a little uncertain 
love so deeply imbedded in players' the sport when the r emards, for • 
souls that broken bones and bruises some, are so comparatively few. It ye.,. 
1 remain as common as eating and is · teamwork, spo.rtsmanship, cour- Bill is a senior this year and 
sleeping. If football was just the age, ability and rugged ball playing · ~omes from Enumclaw, Washing-
personal recognit ion a player receiv- all rolled i_nto one package. ton. 
ing it would soon die, for -without I This must be love. What other I Many people think that being a. 
a good foundation, something much force on earth could hold the in- j football manager is kid's play, but 
Shown above are two of the men who work hardest on the football team more stable and powerful than ma- terest of those who take to the I actually it is a lot of hard work._ 
and receive little notice. They are Don Miller, manager, and Bill "Doc" / terial wealth , it could npt exist gnd1:·on each season so we, as spec- Don Mil.ler, sophomore, has taken 
Semon . (Photo by Ball.) . ! h rough the ages of t ime. t~to1 s, may enJoy a 50-yard spnnt the responsibilities of head man-
But instead it lives and flourishes for a touchdown. . . . / ager for two years and plans to do 
and boys that play the game pour to gn>.duate from Central with a 
more each season because the men - J ell y Housei I it i,n the n~xt t wo years. He plans 
/ their h earts and souls into eve;-y EVERGREEN CONFERENCE B.A. degree, majoring in P. E. and 
-------------------------------- motion and effort as they play for STA.i..,.DJNGS I hopeful of being an athletic coach. 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
"It can't last forever," those Wildcats are going to win one 
of those tough close ones yet-both losing efforts by the Cats 
this season have been close hard fought and grim battles-the 
CPS tilt was as go_od a college game as .you will see anywhere 
with both clubs playing well enoug h to win, but fate h as rule d 
Central out, in those close ones this season. , 
Eastern .comes to town this Saturday to furnish C e ntral' s 
Homecoming opposition-a win by Coach Luft' s crew would 
almost make Wildcat adherents forget Central' s two heartbreak-
ing losses this season-toss past records away Saturday-when 
traditional rivals like Central and Eastern clash anything can 
happen no matter where the two are in the standings- this 
year's meeting should be rated fairly even-Eastern will prob-
a bly be slight favorite although Central looked much better 
against undefeated CPS than did Eastern. · 
Bob Osgood practically cinched an All Conference berth off 
his brilliant performance Saturday-Jim Satterlee and Bob Mc-
Cullough have held their own with any set of wingmen in the 
conference-one of this duo should land a spot on the mythical 
eleven-Jack Dorr has no peer in a broken field and must be 
r eckone d with in the selections-Ed Bartlett may land a spot 
for the second time. 
Neither Oregon or California looked impressive in conference 
wins last week--Northwestern will probably f,urni;;h-; opposition 
- for the C oas t Confere nce in the Reise B~wl-'. California has the 
jfiside trac k at present and my earlier prediction still goes-Ca li-
fornia will d efeat the Big Nine representa tive, N ew Y ear 's Day. 
T he E llen sburg Quarterback C lub h as appointed a committee 
to a rra n ge heating facilities under the g ra ndst a nd for the team s 
at ha lftime, d uring the Homeco ming game. 
Reports fro m Chen~y show tha t C~ach "Red" Reese h as a lso 
b een grooming his baske tball charges for the toug h schedule 
a hea d in the Everg reen Conference-the Savage squad has been 
cut from 83 to 3 3 and another cut was due this w eek-last 
year's second place club has six re turning lettermen- no seniors 
are listed on the Eastern' s squad list-Dick Luft, G e n e Burke , 
Bill H a lle t, Ge'ne Grube r, a nd Qu~ntin C la rk a re the returning 
letterm e n . 
F oil owing the Eastern game Saturday the Wildcat gridders 
will journey to Spokane and wind up their schedule a gainst the 
Whitworth Pirates-Whitworth has a rough ball club a s their 
14-12 and 1.9- 13 losses to E as tern a nd PLC will verify. 
. Upsets w ere plentiful throughout the nation last Saturday and 
the "Out On A L imb" portion of the column felt the jolt of 
m isca st predic tions- 2 5 c orrect o ut of 3 4 picks gav e an· average 
o f .735. T he season average is .8 3 1 with 79 co rrect g uesses in 
9 5 attempts. Will try 3 6 games this weekend and hope for be t-
ter luck-Central over Eastern--don't wish to put the Cats on 
the spot but think they a re due to win a big one-Whitworth 
over S t. Martins-CPS over W estern- PLC over Southern 
Oregon-California ove·r W asl;iington S ta te-Orego n over 
UCLA-Oregon State ov e r U ta h--South.ern California over u. I 
of W .--Stanford over Montana- Ida h o over P o rtland --Spnta 
Clara over S t . M a ry ' s- C olum bia over Navy- Dar tmouth over 
Cornell-Georg ia over Auburn-Georgia Tech over Alabama 
- Harvard over Brown- Ohio State over Illinois-Minnesota 
over Iowa- Michigan S ta te ove r Iowa State-Kansas over K a n -
sas S ta te-Mississippi S ta t e over L<;>uisia na S ta te-North C aro-
lina over Ma ryla nd- Michigan over lndiana~Missouri over 
Colorad~Notre D a m e over Northwestern-Okla h oma over 
Nebrask a- Army over P en n- Pen n S ta te over T emple-Pur-
d ue over · Pittsburgh- Tennessee -over Mississip pi- Rice over 
Texas A&M-Texas over Texas C hristian-T ulane over Ba y-
lor- Prince ton over Yale a nd Vanderbilt to win from Marsha ll. 
' OHENEY CARAVAN EXPECTED 
Cheney will be represented by an 
expected 50-0 students at Central's 
Homecoming game Saturday on the 
Rodeo Field, according to informa-
tion received from W. B. (Red) 
Reese, athletic director. , .. 
. ' ;.;- ,, ·• 
The Savage rooqng sectign. w~ll be 
drawn from Eastem-s.tudtmts,Uac-
ulty, alumni, band, . drum majors 
and majorettes. The entire body 
will assemble at the outskirts of 
Ellensburg a t 12 o'clock and come 
in en mass. , 
THANKS GIVEN 
Special thanks to Doug Poage, 
Snuffy Jenkins, Tommy Knutson 
ahd Marilyn Dreher was issued by 
the SGA in recognition of their work 
on the Caravan to C.P .S. 
. LOUNGE , TO,. BE USED 
'·, The old loungk at' Munson will be 
available.;\ in ui~ near future for 
Wecfriesday night functions it Wa.'3 
announced by SGA. Special func-
tions will be held there between 7 
and 8 p.m. Special games and danc-
ing will be featured. 
All students are urged to get to seat as it is expected that 'the Rodeo 
the game eaJ:ly so tht:Y ipay get a Field stands will be crowded. 
love and enjoyment. Maybe I can Team w L T Pct. I Don hails from Camas, Washington, 
better express my feelings by re- CPS .. . . ....... 4 0 0 1000 I where he sp~nt some time as man-
la ting a story told by a well known PLC . .. ... •.... 4 0 .800 i ager in high school. His line of 
sports writer, Bill Stern. EWC .... . . . 4 1 0 .800 I work is dist~·ibuting suits, towels 
Von Gammon Star ewe .......... 2 2 0 .500· and. several other odd jobs. 
"In October, 1897, during the game Whitw()rth . .... 1 3 O .250 Assisting Don is Jack · Parmelee, 
between Georgia and its bitter rival, St. Martin's .... O 4 o .00-0 / a transfer student from Yakima 
University of Virginia, the star of WWC .... ... . . . 0 4 O .000 i J m1ior College. 
the Georgia team was an 18-year-
old boy named Von Gammon. With 
the score of t his traditional game 
11-4 in favor of the heavy Virgihia 
team, the Georgia eleven strove 
desperately to turn the tide from 
defeat to victory. Von Gammon 
charged furiously into the fray dur-
ing a wild play. When the players 
were unscrambled, Von Gammon was 
found at the bottom of t he heap 
unconscious with a brain concus-
sion. By the next morning the 
Georgia star was dead. 
Sun Valley Line of Pants and Jackets 
MITTENS- CAPS- SOX- SHOES 
"The bOy's death quickly sta r ted 
a wave of feeling against football. II 
The Georgia team was disbanded. 
With protests ' a t fever riea\ a ri an ti~ ·! 
ro6tba1i · bfli ·wti's intrci'duceCi~· into 
. .,. • . , . • ' . I 
the s~.ate legi?lature, ·qmckly passea,.1 
and was forwarded to .t he ~overnor I 
for his signature. It looked as 
though football were to be doomed 
Plus · the following line of skis: Northland, Anderson-
Thompson, Groswold, and Ep!itkein 
forever in the South . i 
"But in its darkest moments a I 
woman came to football's rescue. 
She wrote a stirring letter to Geor-
gia's governor appealing to h im not I 
to sign the bill t hat would outlaw 
1 football. She also appealed to t he I 
public as well as the lawmakers. One J 
of the"letters read·: Von Gammon's 
WILLIE STRANGE 
SPORTING GOODS 
4TH AND MAIN 
LOOSE 
AND 
LOUNGY 
.. 
DARK AND DRESSY 
Kuppenheimer 
SUITS AND TOPCOATS 
$75 to $85 
THATS THE STYLE STO RY for 
fall ... 
LOOSE and LO~NG Y for comfort- . 
a ble fit . . . DARK and DRESS Y 
for h andsom e · app earance. You' ll 
like th e g o od looks and easy free-
dom .. . a nd you' ll revel in the d eep 
r ich sha d es a nd u nusu al w eaves of 
t h ese o utstanding new K uppenh eim -
er suits. 
.. 
• 
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\ Eaust di.rected .the. teams jn foot.ball, 
basketball, and baseball. 
· I1L one Yef!r, 52 ga-nies ·wei:e ·:played 
jn these thtee· sports combined and 
Franklin emerged victorious in each 
NOVEMBER 11 , 1948 
basketball· team. Eda vis.i-ted "ori the j .ftubbards is their triplet daugh'terir: · 
campus last summer, ·and we hope Linda Lee, Louise Marie, and Lorna . 
she .. will be back for HomecQIRing: "'l·Mae.-~. · We-_ hear that Ja"k: _is coming 
T hen, ·there is Gayle Gfffey. The 1·bfl,Gk ; ; but Elna will be m _Bellmg~ 
latest report on Gayle f inds · her 1 ham with the girls. ' 
. of the .52. contests. Faust served in teaching in Edmonds. Gayle paid Shirley Dickson Kern J(ves in El-
the Navy during the war- and came 
1 
us a visit last summer too, and we lensburg. Shirl.ey and Phil n ever miss 
back to Central in 1946. . .ue looking forward to seeing her a H omecoming game. They have two 
This is the way we are cailing our signals today! 
CENTRAL FOOTBALL 
STAFF EXTENDS 
AlUMNl WELCOME 
By ROSS JACRSON 
Rem \Velcomes 
Shelly Kem, a ssistant football 
coach also welcomes the old grads, 
"We in football always look forward 
to Homecoming as a time to greet 
the alumni and renew our many 
acquaintances, The football squad 
looks forward to this contest as be-
"I wish to extend a welcome t.o ing ·perhaps their best _game of the 
the alumni of Central Washington year. Without a doubt, Saturday's 
College on beh alf of the coachirig game will be decided by good, hard 
staff. I feel fortuna te in h aving t he blocking and tackling. Both teams 
opportunity to work with such a ar e noted for their prowess in 
group of boys wl)o a re capable .of these fundamentals, So the fin:.I 
playing their opponents to a stantl- 1 outcome Of the game Wlll be Up vO 
still. My only regret is that the the Homecoming · crowd and the 
alumni cannot meet these boys in- Homecoming spirit which will pro-
<iividually, however, they will meet vide the incentive to give the boys 
t hem as a team Saturday afternoon, the n ecessary edge needed for vic-
"The team has been a loyal and tory.'' 
a co-operative one and they can be This is K em·s second season at 
very determined. They have stored Central, coming here from Foster 
up much endurance and stability High School in Seattle. He was 
during their weeks of punishing work active in athletics at the University 
on the practice field. If this pent- of Washington where he played foot-
Fo.us.t also extends a welcome: next Saturday. daughters, S andra at!d Peggy. Phil 
"One of the big events of the school Beverley Cox Kinney is teach ing is in t he ranching and sheep busi-
year ii, Homecoming, when it be- in Port Angeles. Advance informa- ness. They also have some of those 
comes our pleasure to welcome back tion from Beverley and Lyle tells handsome Gre?.t Pyrenees dogs. 
the 'o'd grads.' This year, in our us that they will be back for He>me- _ F rances Wilsen Schnebly got h er 
Homecoming game, you'll undoubted- coming. degree from Central in 1945 after 
ly see an outstan ding contest when Montie Fossler , who finished her I teaching two years in Seattle. Fran-
we pit our forces against our tra- work last fall is teaching in Che- ces lives on a ranch in the Fairview 
ditional rival, Eastern. The Sav- haiis. There should be a. few car- ar ea. The Schneblys h ad their f irst 
ages from Cheney have had an out- loads of alums from the Ch eh alis {!hi!d a 'week ago, a boy. They nam-
standing season, but we enter Sat- a rea. ed him Frederick Charles, after h is 
urday's game expecting a victory for Elna Holt Hubbard finished ut two grandfathers. 
the Wildcats. So, on behalf of the 
athletic department, it gives m e a 
great deal of pleasure to welcome 
j back you loyal alumni who h ave re-
tmned to Central to enjoy the best 
H om ecoming we have ever had," 
Women Grads 
Told Whereabouts 
A bit of sleuth ing on the second 
floor of the gymnasium in the vi-
cinity of Miss Puc;kett's office r;ave 
a li ttle up- to-da te news of former 
graduates in health and physical ed-
ucation, 
Remember Barbara Lum, a gradu-
ate of 1944, she is teaching physica I 
education at Jefferson High in Port-
land. E'arbara h as taken some 
graduate work at the University 
of Oregon and at the University of 
California since she finished a t 
Central. Barbara always plays in 
the ·summer tennis tournaments ·a t 
Yakima and at Portland, 
Another' grad~ate many will re-
call, is Ed.a Esses. - Eda is teaching 
in the high school at Quinault, she 
teaches some physical education, ad-
vises . a girls' club and- has a girls' 
Cen tral in 1946. Elna and Jack cpent 
a year at Clarkston, and n o\v J ack 
is coaching at Mt. Baker . but 
the most interesting news of the 
Barbara Wilkinson Bastin is teach-
ing in Ellensburg. Barbara h as the 
fourth grade down a t Morgan ele-
mentary. 
AT PENNEY'S 
A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR HIM 
up storehouse of fighting spirit will ball, basketball and baseball. He 
explode Saturday, the boys are go- served in the Army Air Forces dur- Dancing 
ing to be hard to stop. ing the war, is married and has two 
"I know Eastern is a capable op- children. with stars in _her .eyes. 
ponent. The Savages hold an im- Faust Ex-Wildcat because she h ad the 
pressive record, not only in the won- Arnie Faust, another ·ex-Wildcat 
lost columns, but in national stand- athlete serves also as assistant coach perfeci escort . 
ings as well. Whatever happens to Mr, Luft. Faust attended Cen-
Saturday, I believe that the onlook- tral in 1936 and. 1937, when he was In.quire 
ers will see the Wildcats at their a standout athlete in basketball and 
TOWNCRAFT SHIRTS $2.98 
Rayon decorated on .mellow toned broadcloth. 
TOWNCRAIT TIES ;_ . $tA9 . 
fighting best.'' t rack. He also attended the Uni- Rex~Cupi~( -R~om; 2'03 .. fi~:iis ~:1~i!~h ;~sh~~~y"a~:~~~ o~; ~:~~:~~ o;f w~::i~~~~l:;i~:h~a~s~:; I (Paid ~~::~i:e~en, t) - . .~·c. ·. ·o.·.-_nti_·n .. -.~it.o . _~.; . ~u.· .·' ~s._ . .__.' Q. ~. -. . ·._~-a.·· . 'h,-·zi,· t. :·v ... -. -· 
C WCE. Luft, coaching college ba ll basketball for the latter. As coach .. _ ~· · 
for the first time this year, comes o::f=F=r=a=n=k=l=in=· =H=i~g~P.~. ::S::c=h=o=o=l=in=P=or=t=l=a=n=d~,~:=;=:=:;:;::;::::::=~~E::· =· :=:=:=~ · · · · ··- ··.: .: . · -;~ ~:~:l~~~s~i~e a;uaer~:~.~~~k:c~~~ .. , .. --~ ~ -~, 'ls.·.-, · ..  ···Q:.- , «.•·. ~ ttlit.v:-.-... ~_._-Yo .. _· u.~ •.·.·:- 1.~.riist_-. 
1931 edition of the W.S.C. Cougars J. · _ _ .. 
lnto the Rose Bowl where they were 
defeated by the Crimson Tide from 
Alabama, As coach at Sunnyside 
l)igh . School, Luft's teams came 
t hrough with two championships in 
t he four years he r emained th ere, 
At Renton High School he turned 
<0ut six title-holding elevens in eight 
y ears. 
He served as a lieutenant in the 
Navy physical t raining program dur-
ing the war and now holds a Lt. 
Commander 's rank in the Naval Re-
serve. He is married and has one 
s on. 
Grant Returns 
Another newcomer to the coach-
. i ng ranks is Ralph Grant, from I 
Hoquiam, who played guard for the 
Wildca ts in 1938-39-40 under Coacii 
Leo Nicholson. Grant entered the 
;oervice in 1941, and after being dis-
<:harged h e worked as a salesman 
for several years. The call of the 
gridiron was too strong, however, 
.so after a conference with Mrs. 
Grant h e decided to come back to 
Central and finish his training for 
a coaching · position. Barring any I 
unforeseen events, h e will be h elpil'lg i 
around the local football f ield for I 
t h e next couple of ye.ars, . 
Gr ant recalls the teams of the 
late thirties which included such , 
a ll-time Wildcat greats as Bobby I 
Carr, J ack Tomlinson, and the Lit-
tle All-Amer ican end, Al Goodman . 
Grant says the teams were jus t a s 
t ough in those days as they are now, 
even tough er perhaps, because of 
t he use of wing formations and un- 1 
balanced lines. He also claims that 
despite the small schools and the 
s mall men, Evergreen _league play-/ 
. ers block and tackle jU.St as h ard as 
a ny bunch of gridders who ever bat-
t led their way up and down a f ield, 
"I look forward to Homecoming as 
a · time to ren ew many old personal 
friendships and as a time to wit-
ness the playing of a great ball 
~ame," he added. 
BLACK~BEAR 
• 
COLLEGE 
CORDS 
For Youn g Men 
of All Ages 
ltlosS HBROTnERs 
ELLENSBURG-, WAS H. 
AJk f or it either way ... both 
"trade-markJ mean tl1e same thing • 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COl.IPANY BY 
ELLENSBURG COCA-COLA BOTILING CO. 
E llens burg and Cle E ium · F. L~ Schuller 
© 19 48, The Coca~Cola Company 
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BHOAD'CAST'ER 'HAS --Now let's hear a little old com- B . d ;M'e· m·t:.·e -rs·'·p.·_u·· 't ·ey - of Longview, Robert -Bluhm of I November 19, Friday, Play, ~'My Sis-/. - _ , mercial , from -t!J.e good old Waste- an . . .D .. _ Moses Lake, Muriel Hatfield and ter Eileen." j {)'IFFICULT TIME-AT .· Oil Com.~any. Come in ~ke. · ·_ On-Show·At c ·.p ,5·· /farold Jeans of Thorp, Don Castag- '1 November 20, Saturday, Play . 
. ' __ _ • _- _ · . _ _ ~ap.kS, M~ke. Well,. f.riends, there _ , . . ·• __ , _ . . _. • ·-'. • _• na_ of Roslyn, Mary Lou Shaver of 
- · · - - t th ct f th f t h If th · · ~ - November 24, Wednesday, to Novem"" i . lS, . e _en .o. e us a • yn _ ~he C.V{.C. band,. 9f which ·~11 ,Sunmer; Mary· ·Hunter of Theolly, 
-·HOtM-Ec· Q .. ·M 1.N·G· •GA-' ME· :ti:e - ~~re .itll ; tie~ : ~P- : . :~a. 'Yh~t , stµdents ,_; jn . )F!~ .,; school, shqµid " )le ¥?~t.. and George Moergelli of ber 29, Monday, Vacation! l - - a chalf,- .f.o1ks, '\l,(hat,>- Rhalf.- -·Here.s PJ"QHd ' of had a Ihle· t - f •t th .F.nuclaw. > , December 3, Friday, Assembly-
Good afte'rnoon, fadies and gentie- Mik!'i ·to ·.give •ypu ·a:·briefi <.SUmm.ar:Y -- · · . · · "'··-· , · · ~ _, ,iip~qu ;,a ' : _e ' · Violinist. 
m·-e·•n·,·· all' yo· u· ar--m.ch-·ai·r•- q-u·a' r-ter'_"a··c·,,_ · ofthe· actiah ; --:..; ·' > : · -- ·•-•, q.R.$. g:a!U~ . • ,fl.St patur_day. ,,rpa~ipg _ D b 4 s t d F l A 
- . _ u ""' ' ._ >-, . : . ' · · -- -_ . _ , , ' to _-.µi~_. f~~ld ;;pefore tt)e :rtaUJ.e, i;ht;Y. Cal d ecem er , - a ur ay, .res 1man c-
sittirig a found_ the little i·: old ,radio _ ~· :.1Jefore. -Y'9U_ start, -~ike1 let ·~ d!d .~s_oJp.e .s~~t§ ,that tht sehQ.61_ iind ,_ ,, _ en ar tivity. , '1 
at . tqe _ thou$ands of - Bi~ ' Game get ~~i,e ._ .. <>,f_-. that: half;tnne ·•pag•, b'.lh.d ~ oa~- '~~J·be _,pro~~; -~~-~the _ . - . Decembe~ 5, Sunday, A.w.s. Tea. 
?artes tl;rolJ.~hoitt.1,tne na~on. ~ 'I'h~ ~-?~ntry. , l]"p~ 1,two. ban~ .aJC~:~~h~-- µ~Q_er,ir 1piay~ ,at , ~h_e- gall!e" W~l'.e Jt<oyember--11, Thursday, Stunt Night pecember .lO, Friday, Community 
is ;Jim James, yoµr . Waste 011.~rf.'>- mg ·on the . field now, _ cne_ney at ·.oµe· "Don't ~· Fence Me -",In"- ·and !'Ride ·. for _Students. · · c~ster, speaking- to ~oJ.i: · frorn t?e.it~~,- end and Centi-iµ: -~dily; ei:ougl,:l, .:~t . T~~ei~oot,- ~<;ie_.' '. . ,~-. ,'., ··-·, . _-: .. ' - ,Concert_ 
tiful ·- Centrab.Washi11gt6n- ·~staq1µm the_~- other •. - :TJ:le ··Oheney oon.4 ·:1s · - ,. . - . - , / . . - . ~; , -- " ND,Vember 12, Friday, Stunt Night I December - 11. Saturaay, -Snowball-
in the heart" of 'Ellensburg's Rodeo .spellihg 'out; ." .~ ~ _~. -.. ; .,. -- , :•: ~~ --,bar:\1 rooter --_is - .a_s .Jo}lows-, -:., for Alumni and Towns People. A.W.S. 1 
. · · _ _ · _ - -- · _ . ·--- · · · . ~ · Ja,mes -Smith and Milton Tuwne of Field, the- scene of .another Home- Lad1e_s ,-. and. gentle.men, -. :we ·have· .,, . · · __ J -c·-1. ·_ · -t ' f :B·--: -> ... coming Game - - - . ' -1- - - - . . . . - u~mam;, ean - _ emen o .. reUJ.er_~ 
- · a ~ery ·specia ,~ gtJ.~t here -m ,~e ton; .Fey~- ·Sethe of ~shfO:Fct, : Eiien 
The -weather here is wonderful, rad10. bOoth ,a ~an -.w~om :all of_ seelatsee o:i' .Top~nish; .v.ern· g~i:R­
folks. · The ·day· is balmy, - the slin you iemember_ frnm elirher football ness -of -Cle Elum : Tom 'Millar ·of 
is shining-excuse me while I .put days, a. man .. who .. " . (.What's tnat,. v - · . B 'cf .- Ok · tO - f 
on my· muffs and overcoat---and Mi:ke? Well, cant - you sober him _ apcouver, " ernar._ • _ - aJIIo - - 0 ' 
there isn't a cloud in ttje sky. (Shut upZ} -Now Central is .running through Honolulu, ·Don ; Br~t.t · :of Ephrat_~: 
the door, dammit; the . rain keeps her last _<;ard _  trie~. .l'he _ tQQter.s _D.~_uglas Locker : of K-~rklai~d, B~u 
blowin' in.) . are raising . their cards. They show G eas~n, . Phyll~s Eastham,_- P~t 
Oh, but this Stadium is crowd- a full house. Beats my st.rajght. P~wers, Bill Cross, . Laurel 1'.en:-phn 
ed, folks. The crow<Js started ROW- Well, here's my -ante on : the next Kmg (Mrs.), Less Houser, Bill<Pra-
ing in 'five minutes_ ago and it's hand .. ·.·but :enough; quite enough '.' ter, Ralph Soren1>on, Fred Sch,i;mr.:r_, 
hard .to find an· empty seat any- •- Anno~eer Conf~sed - Jim Haberman,pick ,McKn-i~htr-Ja9k 
Wher-e, even 1·n the end zone. · Let's - - ·- McCracken, and· ~ne Prater of El~ _ 
_ _ <What's that, Mike? By ·George, lensburg. · · · -
see; th_ere's one. there's an- ·sci it is.) It's the rniddle ·-of . the third Elton Riehardson. of Lak_e . Side: 
other a.nd another ' · ai1d ' quarter, folks, -and _Cheney is taking Charles Bollbrecht of ·Fergus Fans: 
another _and yes, folks, the time out. Now the teams are lining Minn., Joan Poage , of. South B~nd, 
place is _really packed. And_ the up again. Kontos is 'over the- ball. 
whole stands .are . a .mass of color, There's the sna.p bai:k from center. Clinton Rigg illd Rc>Pert \yinters .,o( 
of 'bright and. gay hues. Oops! SvobOcla has the ball. ·ws a qui~k Centralia, Myrtle .Hatcher, Don 
Excus_e me~dirty glas1>es. one over center. - He's ,a\\;ay. It's kinsley and Harry 1Cainer,on ·()L)3e;: 
T C t 1. ·- (Wh t' . th t attle, .Verna. Jones .of M<>&cow, JohiJ. earns Appear - a . en ra sc.01:e. _ a s a , , _ - _ . . - . - -- -
'The two teams should .be comi-ng Mik~? -;Say, those ar:en;t Central col- , Baker of Ephrata, . Duana :.:r,.a.Lon9~ 
on the -~ield any time..: now. In fact _,)rs, ar_e they.) . Sorry, friends, a 1 and D~n Gorman ·-of • Ya,km~a, E;u~ 
they should .have ·been on on, ""even-yard lass -- · · · _ gene Pickett of Leavenw_or.th, Mary __ 
- ~ · - : - · _ _ . . _ Hill, Ralph . Smith .-;and . Maxine 
there ·they are; -hiding d1;rwn .i1! 9!'\e 'rhere'.s the -gun endm~ th~ ·th1rd Houst<iri of Olympia. :·:_ · ·. -;··. 
corner. I have . been asked to an- quarter. 'IJle last period · lS the James Decker and -Bill Simonis 
nounce tbat the Central is ap- crucial one; it shoultl tell the tale; . . . · . - - Wf · 
pearing today. throu~h -courtesy of They' break out of t.he huddle . -. . of Wapato, Wilder ~on~s , of . e~- -
Honeycutt-Evenson mortici·a·ns Her·e- - d th. , - d - th f' Id· atchee, Beverly Rasmussen of Mo.n.-
. . , . - -an ere s a og .,on._ e 1e , a . . . - · . -- -· 
come the officials, folks, _ in their ~ute little cocker spaniel; now she's tesano, Waldie Anderson _and Cla~­
striped uniforms and-'What?. The running off the turf again. . An ence c~.ran of A~erdeen, Jerry Lehr 
lineups? To H- With 'em. Let me usher has her-no -him-,---under con- of Tnmdad, Mildred .Popenoe -· of 
finish.) · trol. Now ·it's br~ken loose again; Renton, William White of Prosser, 
Now, folks, .let's pick up that yell there it goes; the officials have it. Gerald Walker of · Warden, Harold 
down in front. The Old Grads, here The crowd roars its approval. (Come Malcolm · and An~n Hansen of 
for Central's Open House, have again, Mike? Not ·for the dog? Say Bothell, _Ellen Wngh_t- .of . Ke:n,t, 
formed· their own section. Let's get you're right.) Waldo Kmg of Chehalls, Ted Cool-
that cheer the old bays are giving Cheney has the ball! ' 
Hmm. Eh, eh, e_h, eh. Couldn't let 
that get over the air, folks! Sorry, 
but we missed the opening lineups. 
No one knowns, anyway. 
And there's the kickoff. They're 
off! And at the turn it's Shmow 
leading the pack, ':Vith Niblick second 
and Maggie in third Oops! 
· Ball Changes 
Central 's ball on her own. I 
wish you could be here, friends to 
hear this crowd roar. Everyone has 
settled down now -for a bang-up 
game. Now it's Cheney's ball 
Smitzll is running up the side 
lines. He doubles over to the left, 
dodges two tacklers, goes down the 
middle! If he scores, victdry is 
certain; He's coming fast, up t9 the 
fifty, the forty, the thirty, the ten, 
the five. (Say, Mike look who's 
sitting over there. My gosh, _ I 
haven't seen her since Spokane.) 
Well, folks , there's the final gun. 
What a game this has been, friends, 
what a game. Here's Mike to give 
you the statistics. 
on her .. , . There's a plane circling Sorry, Mike, our time is up! That's 
the field now, folks; it's .. . c.entral all, football lovt!rs. 
just intercepted a pass. No, excuse •Watse 'Oil has brought you an-
me, they threw it themselves. other tha-rilling football sportscast. 
Now the plane is going up again; Remember to- listen next week when 
it's heading away - from the field; Mike and I will bring you the classic 
wish those folks up there· had seats battle between. . (Oh, we're off 
to see this thrilling contest .... And the air? Giminc- some, Mike, don't 
there's ·the gIDJ. ending the quai-ter! .hog it all.) 
Let's get that Cheney cheer. (Mike, --------
where in H- is the engineer?' Ah, More than a million and a half 
there we are. . .Sorry, folks, we World War -II veterans were re-
didn't quite make it in time. You ported in training under the G-I 
know it, the famous spell-yell, Goes Bill on· September 30, 1948. 
something like this: "Who C-H-E. · Of the 1,563,000 trainees, 897,500 
(Mike, how do you spell were enrolled in schools and col-
"Cheney ?") Three minutes to go in leges, 267,000 in institutional on~ 
the second quarter. • farm training and 398,500 in job 
Will He Make It? training. 
There's a pass from center. Dorr - On that date, 202,000 disabled vet-
has the ball. He's going around his erans were in training l.lnder the Vo-
own end; ' he's in the clear; he's cational Rehabilitation Act (Public 
heading straight for paydirt. But Law 16)-. The total included 77,500 
Wawa is hard on his heels! It's a in schools and' colleges, 34,500 in iri-
race. Will he make it? Will he make stitutional on-farm training and 90,-
it . . ? - 000 in job :· training. 
Next Time Make It 
JIM'S BARBER SHOP 
Appo_int~ents 2-3292 
WELCOME· 
HOME 
·-GRADUATES 
PERSONAL 
· CHRISTMAS CARDS -
25 Cards $2.50 · 
ELLENSBURG BOOK & : 
STATIONERY CO. 
WELCOME 
from 
RATHBUN IMPLEMENT CO. 
I 
Dealers for 
International· Hc;trvester 
' 
Chrysler - - - Plymouth 
Ellensburg 
GOOD LUCK, WILDCATS! 
Students 
Furnish your ·room or apartment 
from our complete· -nationally ad-
vertized lines. 
@fT£R£R BROS. 
: PHONE 2-64U 
STlJDENT BANK 
-
WASHINGTON NATIONAL BANK_ 
Ellensburg, Wash. 
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__ ,- RETURNING PUPILS New Ad. Building 
FLOCK TO DANCE M~d I · · 
Lt was dancing to the sweet music 1 d. e mpreSSJVe 
of the Music Makers Saturday night, I Ellensburg Debut 
November 6 a~ another of the SGA 
sponsored dances of the year. On a Fall day in 1893, an as-
Due to the game with CPS that sembly Qf tr.ustees, academic figures, 
afternoon many students didn't ar- and ccmniunity 'backers dedicated a 
rive until later in the evening when brick building of mixed Gothic-
the st ag line grew and the dance Roman-Mansard _ style which had 
floor filled with gliding couples. In risen in the north section of the 
fact it would be easy· to say that small boom town of Ellensburg, 
when the buses disgorged students Washington. 
at the g;1mi door the number of The new normal schoo~ had be-
dancers was increased a hundred gun functioning two years earlier as 
• fold. an institution, but was now moving 
Dancing was from 8 :30 to 11 :30 to 
that smooth syncopation of Cen-
tral's favorite band. Score again 
f(Jr SGA sponsored programs! 
into its new home. The dedicators 
looked on their work and found it 
g·ood. In the small_ clearing on 
the residential outskirts of town, 
surr.ounded on the north by the outer 
wilderness of sagebrusb, on the Band To Entertain· south. east and west by gaunt farm-
houses just entering into the civic During Half time _ area of the young town, the tall, 
For its contribution to the annual 
homecoming f!lstivities, the ewe 
band will execute a number of for-
mations and stunts on the football 
field between halves of the Central 
Washington - Eastern Washington 
grid clash. I n t he first formation, 
t he band will salute Eastern with 
a letter E. 
ornate structure loomed proud and 
lonely like a temple of P arnassus 
tran splanted to a land of frontier 
Helots. · ' 
A half acre of sparse grass in 
front of the building served as a 
campus, enclos('d by a fence of white 
diagonal spars . Along the front 
curb of the unpaved street were 
ranged a number of cast-iron hitch-
ing posts to which were tied the 
horses of those who drove 'buck-
boards, buggies, or carriages. 
Boasted New Lights. 
THE CAMPUS CRIER 
I 
Mon+g.omery Hall Fights I against the doors of the rooms in 
,.. · a feeble attempt . to keep out the 
t-Jood Waters In Dorm water, but still it raced on. 
As Pipes B'rea k - I When the water had surged near-
. Iy to the ends of the corridor, a 
Noah's Ark was in great demand I faithful Montgomeryite, Julius Ber-
early !.his week on the Central reth, reached the shut-off and saved 
(;ampus. Flood waters raced through- the day for Central's Walnut street 
out one wing of Montgomery Hall dormitory, 
while volunteer fighters attempted 
to check the raging torrent. 
The seat of the trouble was in 
the lavatory. where a connection 
on a bowl had broken. Excitement 
reigned supreme as every mother's 
son blocked the doorway trying to 
get a view and many men ran 
back and forth looking for the 
main shutoff. , 
As the seconds ticked by the 
water became deeper and deeper 
with four or more inches already 
covering the lavatory floor. Rugs, 
blankets and towels were thrown 
Immediately therea.fter brooms 
and mops were yielded with the 
greatest of ease, as the ·spectators 
were put to work clearing the halls 
and lavatc;ry. 
Barefeet and backs were common 
as water-soaked heroes pushed back 
the flood waters from the peopJeis 
doors. Amateur photographers pass-
ed among the battlers in an effort 
to preserve the phenomena for pos-
terity. -
At last, their emancipator, the 
college plumber, arrived and re-
paired the broken pipe. The men 
A Portrait Of Lasting Loveliness 
Presented' To 
A patriotic pageant in observance 
of Armistice Day and in memory of 
the alumni who fought a nd died in 
World War I and II will inclucfe 
the formatiDi: of a Liberty Bell, 
which will symbolize :;trength in 
peace and a row of crosses, symbols 
of honored dead. In connection with 
the crpss formation, a color guard 
of the American Legion and V.F.W. 
will a1wear with the band. The Na-
tional Guard will raise and lower the 
flag. 
Following the patriotic .>tunt, :ci 
salute to the ewe rooters will take 
the shape of a wildcat. Marching 
out of th e· wildcat, t h e ·band will 
form two lines through which will 
pass the queeu and her court, and 
P resident R. E. McConnell. 
The inspecting public found much, 
to admire in the new, cool interior 
of the college on this opening day. 
It was a composite of high-ceilinged I 
halls, fumed oak panelling, flutted -
glass .Jight shades boasting the 
comparatively n ew Edison lamps, 
elegant pilasters on which were set 
portraits busts of Longfellow, Caesar, 
Lincoln and Washington, and an 
all-embracing atmosphere of new 
varnish , mixed with an optimistic 
hape for the creation of culture 
and erudition in this newly-gained 
area. 
Beverly Rassmusson 
HomecoJOi,ng Queen of CWCE For 1948 
Congrafula~ions and 8esf Wishes for 
a P.leasanf and Successful Reign. 
Introduct ion of the queen and her 
court will take place a.t that time 
with some welcome speeches also 
scheduled. The band will end t he in-
termission activities with a surprise 
formation. 
ADVISOR TO BE HERE 
Mr. Lloyd K. Essig will. be in the 
Veteran's Administration office from 
11 :30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday, Novem-
·ber 15. He is being sent here di-
rectly from the Veteran's Adminis-
tration R egional Office in Seattle 
to interview all veterans who have 
subsistence complaints or inquiries. 
Though attendance was small at 
first , it was faithful and atten t ive .. 
In the spacious classrooms with 
ceilings 25 feet high , th e _professors 
s tood on podia before groups of 
young men and women- mostly 
women- lecturing with dignity on 
such subjects as rhetoric, moral 
philosophy, Browning, advanced Lat-
in composition, Spenserian penman-
ship, arid .the new-fangled educa-
tional theories of a young man . 
named John Dewey. 
Ambitious Man 
Parsons Studio 
"Across From the Post Office" 
Arcade Bldg. 
NOVEMBER 11, 1948 
of Montgomery once.more had their 
water in the pipes. · 
And now, the scene is again peace-
ful with nothing but a warped ceil-
ing and floor to remind one of the 
disaster at Montgomery. Also in 
evidence, of course, is the cleanest 
hallway on the campus. 
MAILBOX TO BE INSTALLED 
The ma0ilbox to receive outgoing 
mail at the Walnut Street dorms has 
been ordered and will be installed 
as soon as it arrives. 
Discussion is still underway to 
provide extra lighting in this area. 
It's a 
FREEMAN Shoe 
Freeman makes the finest •. , 
We've all of the season's 
smartest styles in this 
famous quality footwear. 
$12.95 
OTHER! 
FREEM ANS 
8.50 to 14.95 
MUND Y'S 
FAMILY SHOE STORE 
If you have any complaints con-
cerning this year's subsistence be 
sure to see him then. This is ex-
tremely important because he goes 
directly back to Seattle and can do 
a great deal to expedite the clarifi-
cation of your pay records. 
The moral earnestness of the stu-
dents was evident. It could be 
sai<;i that the ambitions of the young 
man were as high as their collars. 
For new schools were in demand 
in this new state of Washington-
four years earlier merely a territory. 
Set down in the small clearings 
along .the c0asta:l forest lands were 
new community schools calling for 
teachers ; in the new villages of the I 
semi-arid Yakimft valley were iso-
lated frame school houses needing 
the guidance of these ambitious 
young teachers, and in the rapidly-
expanding wheat empire of the 
Palouse country were more and 
more children awaiting knowledge. 
HAVE A WONDERFUL WEEK .. EHD GRADS 
Drama Plans 
(Continued from Page 1) 
course, the hero succeeded in mar-
rying her. The p!ay, by Norman 
Krasna , was presented on 114'.arch 4 
and 5, 1948. The director was Mr. 
Howell, and Gerhard Dieckmann 
was his assistant. 
Melodra.ma Presented 
The Normal school in EllenS'burg 
functioned efficiently, a lways keep-
ing up to the best standa.rds of 
educatitonal training. A state of 
69,000 square miles and only 700,-
000 citizens looked to its two normal . 
schools- the only other one was 
at Bellingham- for n ew teachers 
and they came .forth, to enlighten 
a new population on the cosmopoli-
tan mysteris of geograph y, art, 
music, science and letters. 
Last spring quarter brought forth 
the play, "Curse You, Jack Dalton," 
a one-act old-fashioned melodrama, 
by William Braun. Under the di-
rection of Norman Howell, the cast 
was composed of m embers of winter 
quarter drama students. Plot of the 
play dealt with life in a New York 
mansion during the handle bar 
mustache era. "Curse You, J ack Two Dances Now Being 
Dalton," was presented in the Lit- Held To Alleviate The 
t ie Theatre, on the evenings of April 
19, .20, and 2i. Congestion At Mixers 
In addition to this spring play, t he Hey, students ! Have you heard 
drama department performed all about the latest addition to the 
the act of staging the Dance Group's socia~ activities schedule or at least 
padgent, "The Yearling." the qance schedule? _Wednesday 
Under the direction of Miss Hazel night mixers are featuring a "double 
Brain, the CWCE summer dramatic dance" plan, with one dance held in 
production was "I R emember the usual location, ladies' old gym, 
' Mama." The story deals with the and another held simultaneously 
life of a Norwegian family in San in the Campus Club. The chief 
F rancisco, and the time is nearly purpose of this variation is to elimi-
forty years ago. The lives and ac- nate part of the "rat race" a tm_os-
tivities of the members of the 'fam- phere in the gym which is proving to 
ily are centered around "Mama." be too small for C. W. C. E.'s ex-
The- play, by John Va n Druten, panding number of dancers. 
was adapted. from Kathryn Forbes' The introductory mixer held at 
book, "Mama's B-ank Account." the Campus Club was well attended 
To preview the near future, the with music furnished by the "Com-
present Dramatic Production Class, bo" orchestra . Records will be used 
h as scheduled a play to be given .for future Wednesday mixers and 
some time ·this school year. In ad- the time is still 7 to 8 o'clock. 
dition to this, this group is doing Don't forget , if either one of the 
much in the production work for I dances becomes too crowded, try the 
the coming play, '.'My Sister Eileen." other one. Variety, you know. 
• 
Remember Us As a Prelude To a 
- Wonderful Weekend 
MODEL LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS 
Dial 2-6216 207 No. Pine Dial 2-6266 
